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Executive summary
Context
The report at hand documents the outcomes of the work performed in task 2.1, including the
state-of-the-art analysis of existing and emerging driving and/or flying drone construction
types, their technology elements and related solutions, also serving as benchmarks for
HUUVER. An extensive desk research was extended by input from project partners. Based
on the analysis of relevant activities, the HUUVER positioning in the drone market and its
differentiators are clearly shown. In addition, an analysis of relevant standards was carried
out, covering requirements related to regulations and legal aspects which must be taken into
consideration during design, development and production phase.
In the course of the document, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are defined as remotecontrolled pilot-less aircrafts, also called Unmanned Aircraft Vehicles (UAV). A special type
of a UAV is a hybrid drone, directly relevant for HUUVER. The following figure shows the
most common drone uses, in civil-, military- and the dual domain:

The majority of civilian drones (being the focus of HUUVER) are small in size and have a
take-off weight of maximum 25 kg. They are usually flown within a visual line-of-sight of
approximately 100 metres (leisure users) and 300 to 600 metres (commercial users) but
there is increasing demand for drone flights beyond the line-of-sight to perform delivery
services, for example. The top industries in the civil drone market are: Energy, Agriculture,
Construction and Transport. Within this context the U-space is an EU-initiated platform for
the safe integration of civil drones in the airspace. It is a set of highly digitalised services and
functions designed to secure the safe access of a large number of drones in the airspace of
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up to 150 metres. It aims to create an interface between manned and unmanned air traffic
control. In 2017, the SESAR joint undertaking drafted a blueprint for making the U-space
operationally possible.
State-of-the-art
Hybrid drones
Drones that are currently offered on the market perform typically one type of mission using
flight capabilities. However, there are some drones that can fly and ride as the examples
given below:


Toys for consumer usage (small sized and light weighted) like the Syma x9 flying car
or the Blu7ive RC Quadcopter, able to lift themselves and a small camera. They
cannot perform a mission which demands an operational range exceeding 50 meters
and more than 5-7 minutes of flight. The constructions are unable to carry any
payload (except a small camera) and cannot be used in difficult conditions.



The next level of drones on the market are ones for professional usage, e.g. the DJI
S900 v2, which can fly around 18 minutes but without any additional payload
hovering in the air 2 meters above the ground. Using this kind of drone for mission
realisation with moving, the flight time is much shorter. For professional drones, the
newest technologies are based on hybrid power sources that uses combustion
engines to generate an electrical power that increases a flight time up to 3 hours with
4 kilograms of payload. The example of drone that using this technology is Foxtech
GAIA 160HY-Hybrid Hexacopter. The main disadvantages of this drone power source
are the environmental pollution with exhaust fumes and still having a flight capability
only.



Besides the drone types described above there is a drone solution named Panther Air
/ Ground Robot available today, having the ability to fly and drive using standard
wheels. It is an autonomous vehicle that carries items like cameras and sensors in
the air and/or on ground. The flight system of the UAV/UGV is programmable and it
operates day and night, completing building inspections, sample collections, volcano
investigation, etc.

Search & Rescue
UAVs in the Search & Rescue domain can serve as the initial explorer of the incident area,
as well as insitu support system safeguarding emergency personnel. Amongst others, the
following advanced COTS UAV examples are used for improving S&A in crisis management:
Aerialtronics Altura Zenith, AIRBUS Copter 4, DJI Phantom Series, CAMCOPER S-100
D2.1 State-of-the-Art and Standards Analysis Report
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(SCHIEBEL), Advanced Aircraft Company Hercules, Vercial Technologies DeltaQuadPro,
Yamaha FAZER R G2, Qube, Aeryon SkyRanger and UAV Factory Penguin C.
Besides UAVs also land robots, or Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV), are in use in Search
& Rescue Missions. UGV offer the potential for enhancing SA during emergency response
through deployment of distributed remote sensors and subsequent information collection in
hazardous environments. Examples of advanced COTS UGVs are: iRobot 110 FirstLook,
AREVA RIANA, Bluebotics Absolem and CHIBA Institute of Technology QUINCE.
Patrolling & monitoring
Depending on whether rapid operational readiness or long-endurance flights are paramount,
the following exemplary list of UAV providers and their offerings can be stated: Microdrones
MD-4-3000, Schiebel Camcopter S-100, Freefly Systems Alta UAV8, DJI Matrice 210, DJI
Matrice 600Pro, Aibot by Leica Geosystems, Intel Falcon 8+, C-Astral Bramor sAR and
German Drones VTOL.
Intralogistics (including indoor operation)
The use of drones in warehouses has been increasing over the past years. Large
warehouses are aiming to increase efficiency by investing more in automation and robotics.
This is not without precedence since the cost of warehousing operations account for 30% of
the total costs in logistics.

Furthermore, difficulty to attract skilled labours, increasing

demand for customer services and the rise of e-commerce have intensified the need to
further increase efficiency in warehouse operations.
Inventory management applications appear to have the highest potential for use in
warehousing operations. Seven of the 12 use cases presented in the report fall into this
category and they are also the ones that (reportedly) have beyond testing phase in some
companies. However, to date, using drones for intra-logistics seem to be difficult due to
technological challenges, namely power supply and payload.
Galileo-relevant H2020 projects
What concerns the advancement of UAV operations based on Galileo, the following H2020
projects have been identified: COREGAL, REAL, EASY-PV, GAUSS, GEOVISION,
MAPKITE, ARGONAUT, HELMET, MISTRALE, Skylynx and MOBNET.
HUUVER added value
Although drones have come through a mesmerizing development, they still have many
limitations. The main challenges related to conventional drones available on market today
are typically short flight time (about 15 minutes), low payload (around 2 – 5 kilograms), and
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lack of ability to get to a place which is hard to reach because of weather conditions, small
amount of place to land, difficult terrain like mountains, forests, hilly area, nearby tall objects,
etc. Considering the Panther Air / Ground Robot described, which seems a significantly
advanced hybrid drone solution today, according to the study team´s understanding it is not
able to turn in place and have limited ability to move in difficult and muddy terrain, because of
using (standard) off-road wheels.
HUUVER comes across the current limitations and provides the answer and technological
solution to the emerging market of the autonomous vehicles. The concept of Hybrid UAVUGV for Efficient Relocation of Vessels (HUUVER) describes how to create a platform that
combines in an elegant way two types of propulsion systems in a compact and highly
integrated autonomous drone. Furthermore, the HUUVER drone is the first fully integrated
with the Galileo navigation system, profiting from the authentication service and precise
navigation solution, and combined with a novel control system. The parameters related to
position/navigation which are optimised by HUUVER comprise the Time To First Fix (TTFF),
continuity of the nominal navigation solution, availability of the navigation solution, enhanced
accuracy and assurance for authenticity of the navigation solution.
HUUVER uses the following KPIs to verify the expected added value and related impact:


Time To First Fix (TTFF), targeting maximum two seconds in the worst case scenario
(GNSS receiver cold start);



Continuity of navigation performance, targeting to allow off-nominal for no longer than
two seconds;



The availability of the navigation solution is targeted to be not worse than 99.999 % of
a time in its nominal values;



The accuracy of the drone positioning is enhanced to 2 cm (1σ) as a nominal value,
including vertical positioning;



An innovative authenticity of the Galileo navigation solution is provided.

Legal environment
Since the number of uses and availability of drones have been on the rise, aviation and
aeronautical authorities have been concerned with discussing and establishing appropriate
safety standards, and legal and ethical rules. One such international forum is the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). In 2016, the ICAO developed a UAS toolkit
addressing the need to respond to the regulatory challenges raised by the rapid proliferation
of UASs. The toolkit provides guidance for drone operations and for regulators. In the case of
armed drones, the regulatory framework encompasses three areas of international law:
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international humanitarian law, international human rights law, and the law on the use of
force. Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS) is another platform
gathering regulatory expertise from 59 countries and working together with EASA and
Eurocontrol. The aim is “to recommend a single set of technical, safety and operational
requirements for all aspects linked to the safe operation” of RPASs. Lastly, the Arms Trade
Treaty, a multilateral treaty adopted by the UN General Assembly that regulates trade in
conventional arms also includes provisions for the responsible use of drones.
What concerns the EU-level regulatory environment for drones, a key event for the European
aviation community, and one that created momentum around the European drone regulatory
framework, took place in Riga in March 2015. The conference produced a declaration, which
agreed, not least, on a number of principles surrounding drones. One such principle is that
drones should be treated as a new type of aircraft that requires safety rules. Another is the
importance of a positive public perception of drones. The Riga declaration provided an
important guidance document for the EU-level drone developments that have since followed.
The mandate for regulating civil drones became a competence of the European Commission
following the new Aviation Safety Regulation (often referred to as the “Basic Regulation”).
The 2018 revision of the regulation empowers the Commission to adopt delegated acts as
the development of drones continues. The responsibility for collecting, analysing and
publishing safety information concerning drone operations lies with EASA at EU level and
with Member States' authorities nationally. The new Basic Regulation includes the first EU
rules for drones, covering those with an operating mass of over 150 kg but excluding military,
customs, police or fire-fighting drones. The agency's objective is to ensure a single regulatory
framework among EU Member States (plus Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland)
and to facilitate the internal aviation single market in the EU.
Standards
The following standards are relevant for UAS and described in the underlying document:


Unmanned Aircraft Systems Standardization Collaborative (UASSC) launched by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI);



F38 Unmanned Aircraft Systems committee launched by ASTM International, being a
globally recognized leader in the development of voluntary consensus standards;



ISO Technical Committee 20 Subcommittee (SC) 16, Unmanned Aircraft Systems,
with currently 4 working groups: General, Product Manufacturing and Maintenance,
Operations & Procedures and UAS Traffic Management;



SAE International working with a number of external agencies/programs including
FAA, EASA, JARUS, Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS), the
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Unmanned Aircraft System Control Segment (UCS) of the US Army, Navy and Air
Force, and the ANS UAS Standards Collaborative;


European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE) with its WG-105
UAS;



JARUS, a group of experts gathering regulatory expertise from around the world, is
working to provide further inputs in the development of RPAS and UAS regulatory
guidance and recommendations in domains where other organisations (e.g. ICAO)
have not been active.

Regulations
Most relevant for HUUVER, on 11 June 2019 a package of regulations relating to the use of
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) within Europe was published in the Official Journal of the
European Union. This ‘EU UAS Regulation Package’ consists of two separate, but interlinked
regulations as follows:


Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947 on the procedures and rules for
the operation of unmanned aircraft.



Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/945 on unmanned aircraft and on third
country operators of unmanned aircraft systems.

Challenges to overcome
A July 2018 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) report on integrating UAS into the
National Airspace System (NAS) reviews recent accomplishments and regulatory
developments, collaborative relationships, public policy and technological challenges still to
be overcome, ongoing work, and next steps. Technology challenges are described as
including: detect and avoid (DAA) methods to maintain a safe distance between UAS and
other aircraft, especially with respect to minimum performance requirements for operations
beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) of the pilot; the command and control (C2) link between
a UAS and its pilot; management of radio frequency (RF) spectrum for UAS operations;
standards development; and airspace management. Public policy challenges include:
continued educational efforts to promote safe UAS operations, physical security in relation to
individuals operating with or without ill intent, cybersecurity, privacy, and adequate funding.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Methodology and approach
This deliverable reflects the work performed in task 2.1, including the state-of-the-art analysis
of existing and emerging driving and/or flying drone construction types, their technology
elements and related solutions, also serving as benchmarks for HUUVER. An extensive desk
research was extended by input from project partners. Based on the analysis of relevant
activities, the HUUVER positioning in the drone market and its differentiators are clearly
shown.
In addition, an analysis of relevant standards was carried out, covering requirements related
to regulations and legal aspects which must be taken into consideration during design,
development and production phase.

1.2 Acronyms and abbreviations
A&ER

Automation and Emergency Recovery

AMC

Acceptable Means of Compliance

ANSI

American National Standards Institute

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATOL

Automatic Take-Off and Landing

BVLOS

beyond visual line of sight

CAA
CBRNE

Civil Aviation Authority
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive

CONOPS
COSME

Concepts of Operations
Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

COTS

commercial off-the-shelf

DAA

detect and avoid

DGCA

Director General of Civil Aviation

EASA

European Aviation Safety Agency

EDF

European Defence Fund

EENA

European Emergency Number Association

ENISA

EU Agency for Network and Information Security

EU
EUROCAE

European Union
5.3.4 European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

FCL

Flight Crew Licensing

GDPR
D2.1 State-of-the-Art and Standards Analysis Report
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GGE

group of governmental experts

GM

Guidance Material

GPS

Global Positioning System

HALE

high-altitude long-endurance

HAZMAT

hazardous materials

HD

High Definition

HMI

Human-Machine Interface

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

ISO

5.3.2 International Organization for Standardization

ISR

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance

JARUS

Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems

MALE

medium-altitude long-endurance

MChS

Russian Ministry of Emergency Situations

NAS

national airspace system

PESCO

permanent structured cooperation

PODIUM

Proving operations of drones with initial UTM

R&D

research and development

RF

radio frequency

RP

remote pilot

SAR

Search and Rescue

SDOs

industry, standards developing organizations

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research

SLAM

simultaneous localization and mapping

SORA

Specific Operational Risk Assessment

sUAS

small Unmanned Aerial System

TTFF

Time To First Fix

UAS
UASSC

Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Standardization Collaborative

UGV

Unmanned Ground Vehicle

UHD

ultra high definition

UN
UNECE

United Nations
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

USD
VLL
VTOL

D2.1 State-of-the-Art and Standards Analysis Report
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2

Market context

2.1 Categorisation
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are defined as remote-controlled pilot-less aircrafts, also
called Unmanned Aircraft Vehicles (UAV). Today, UAVs are available in many different
models as schematically shown in the following figure:

Figure 1: Example of different UAV models

1

The common physical characteristics usually used to distinguish different drone types are:2


Operating range (how far they can be controlled)



VTOL (Vertical Take-off and landing), Fixed wing, VTOL-Fixed wing



Take-off weight



Payload (the weight a drone can carry in addition to its own weight)



Altitude above sea level at which they operate



Propulsion

1

Design & Optimisation of Hybrid Drones – State of the art

2

Civil and military drones: Navigating a disruptive and dynamic technological ecosystem
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Endurance (how long they can be in the air)



Command and control

A special type of a UAV is a hybrid drone. Due to its direct relevance for HUUVER, their
state-of-the-art is documented in chapter 3.
Drone operations are categorised by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), based
on their operations and associated risks, as follows:


Open: Very low risk operation with no prior authorisation necessary



Specific: Operation with a certain amount of risk requiring an authorisation by a
competent authority;



Certified: High-risk operation requiring the certification of the drone as well as a
licensed pilot and operator approved by a competent authority

The unmanned or autonomy aspects of drones have been long debated, and subject to both
praise and controversy. Any autonomous system, whether aerial, ground-level or sea-based
is understood as a system that is able to perform certain functions independently. Such kind
of systems are based on the integration of three main capabilities: Sensing, deciding and
acting. It is considered that machine-autonomy and machine-learning developments stem
from research that has resulted from the artificial intelligence discipline, robotics and control
theory.
What concerns autonomous systems, the following categorisation is often used in
literature:3


Human in the loop: The system requires some degree of human input.



Human on the loop: A human oversees the operation and can intervene at any point.



Human out of the loop: The systems operate fully on its own with no possibility of
human intervention.

2.2 Application domains
The following figure shows the most common drone uses, in the civil-, the military- and the
dual domain:

3

Civil and military drones: Navigating a disruptive and dynamic technological ecosystem
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Figure 2: Drone use cases in the different domains

While the earliest developments in drone technology were driven mainly by military
purposes, today most innovation is occurring in the civilian domain. As the majority of drone
technologies could have dual-use (civil and military) characteristics, it is not uncommon for
the military to acquire civilian-developed technologies and adapt them to suit military tasks
and requirements.
2.2.1 Civilian drone use
In addition to the increasingly common recreational drones, civil drones have proven very
useful in environmental disaster relief operations, fire-fighting, humanitarian aid distribution,
farming, construction and, simply, in the aerial delivery of goods and services. For example,
civilian drones were deployed in Australia in a rescue operation of two men who were
struggling with waves after surfing by dropping an inflatable pod to help them reach the
shore. They have also proven their value in medical emergencies and treatments. Rwanda,
for instance, hosts a national medical drone network that is used for delivering medical
products such as vaccines or blood to remote places. It is believed that maternal mortality is
decreasing as a result of fast drone blood deliveries. Furthermore, drone delivery services
D2.1 State-of-the-Art and Standards Analysis Report
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are cheaper and much faster than other road-based options. A similar service taking place in
Tanzania notes that a drone journey for flying medical samples to a laboratory for analysis
took only 40 minutes compared with the previous six-hour long trip by ferry and road. In
Europe, the German delivery service DHL was the first such business to integrate a drone
into its delivery system. The DHL Parcelcopter has provided fully autonomous deliveries
since 2016, having also won the German Mobility Prize the same year.
The majority of civilian drones are small in size and have a take-off weight of maximum 25
kg. They are usually flown within a visual line-of-sight of approximately 100 metres (leisure
users) and 300 to 600 metres (commercial users) but there is increasing demand for drone
flights beyond the line-of-sight to perform delivery services, for example. There are also
exceptions that challenge the general weight rule, such as the Spanish-designed Flyox I
drone, which has a payload of 1.850 kg. The EU term for the airspace and platform within
which most civil drone operations can take place is U-space. A number of civil drone
innovations have been remarked upon for their autonomous capabilities and for their dualuse potential. They include small recreational drones, autonomous underwater vehicles used
for oceanography and underwater maintenance, video surveillance, biometric recognition
technologies and self-driving cars. The latter in particular is the subject of much debate as
the technology raises overall safety concerns as well as questions relating to on-road
communications and the risk of hacking, having the potential to 'rewrite the rules of
transport'.
Worldwide, China, the United States and Israel are leading the drone field (military segment).
The World Economic Forum states that Chinese Da-Jiang Innovations dominates the
consumer drone industry with over 70 % of the global market share, others estimating even
74 %. Drone Industry Insights notes that US and Chinese revenues make up over two thirds
of the global drone market. In Europe, the French company Parrot is the largest drone
manufacturer (including the toy segment). A SESAR study highlights that the combined
efforts of European innovative companies, industrial leaders and the aerospace and defence
sector are contributing significantly to driving the global drone industry. It also argues that the
largest sources of value in the European drone market come from the leisure and defence
sectors.
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Drones can have a civil use for entertainment and recreational purposes such as
photography, but can also be used in agriculture, delivery services and humanitarian
operations.4
The top industries in the civil drone market are:


Energy



Agriculture



Construction



Transport

U-SPACE
The U-space is an EU-initiated platform for the safe integration of civil drones in the airspace.
It is a set of highly digitalised services and functions designed to secure the safe access of a
large number of drones in the airspace of up to 150 metres. It aims to create an interface
between manned and unmanned air traffic control. In 2017, the SESAR joint undertaking
drafted a blueprint for making the U-space operationally possible. In 2018, Transport
Commissioner Violeta Bulc launched the European network for drone demonstration projects
as a knowledge-sharing platform that will focus on developing the U-space.5
2.2.2 Military drone use
In the military context, drones have often been said to be revolutionising warfare, leading the
way to military transformation. Experts also point to a trend to capitalise on cutting-edge
technologies, thus closing Europe's technological innovation gap. Drones hold innovative
promise for air power and high potential for increased safety for military personnel and
civilians alike.
While armed forces are known to operate drones of all sizes and weights, most armed
drones are much larger than the usual commercial drones and can weigh over 600 kg. Small
drones too can be designed or adapted to carry weapons or be used in ISR roles and nanoor micro-drones are often used for intelligence collection. Large drones generally operate
beyond the visual line-of-sight, sometimes using radio line-of-sight where imagery is
transmitted via radio to the operator. Drones categorised as medium-altitude long-endurance
(MALE) and high-altitude long-endurance (HALE) are large drones that can be used for
tactical ISR purposes but also for battlefield support operations and targeted striking. The

4

Civil and military drones: Navigating a disruptive and dynamic technological ecosystem

5

U-space, SESAR joint undertaking
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latter is the most controversial drone deployment, criticised for its opaqueness. However,
some of the most capable military drones such as the RQ-4 Global Hawk, for example, have
been designed primarily to fulfil ISR roles and even those usually deployed for armed strikes
are often used in their non-armed version for ISR purposes. The potential of these drones to
redefine theatres of war should not be underestimated. The highly disruptive swarm drone
attack on Saudi Arabia's oil fields in September 2019 demonstrates just that. Drones can
feed operators with precise and timely live information, potentially reducing risks to pilots and
to military personnel on the ground, as well as reducing the risk of collateral damage to the
civilian population and local infrastructure. They can be immensely useful in search and
rescue operations and in collecting military intelligence. These drones are therefore used to
record massive amounts of data that is then processed and analysed by specialists in ground
installations. While the EU does not have the right to regulate production specifications for
armed drones under its common security and defence policy, it is argued that through
Council decisions, the EU could influence and guide Member States' military drone policy
development. Experts consider that a Council decision would have even wider benefits than
mere policy clarity, potentially contributing to achieve the highest of standards in national
policies, while upholding EU values and principles. There have been attempts in the past to
establish European consortia for developing MALE drones, but none saw the light of day.
More recently however, given the strategic reconsiderations imposed on European countries
by a deteriorating security environment and volatile geopolitical climate, new commitments
and political will have surfaced to embark on such an endeavour (see Box: Ongoing
European drone projects). Pressure on Europe to develop a stronger defence technological
and industrial base is starting to translate policy pledges into concrete capabilities.
In the military realm, drones are predominantly deployed in


Intelligence



Reconnaissance



surveillance (ISR) missions



Combat missions, often through the use of armed drones.

Safety, reduced risk of loss of human life and cheaper maintenance and acquisition are
some of the advantages of both civilian and military drones. The United Nations (UN) notes
that the low acquisition cost of drones is aiding their rapid proliferation. Their small size and
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precision abilities increase their potential for being easily weaponised and covertly used by
state and non-state actors in breach of the principles of transparency and accountability.6

2.3 Market size and development
The above-mentioned advantages have favoured quick technological progress, which in turn
have led to the mass commercialisation of drones and to their integration in military
transformation and modernisation processes.
The most important consulting companies and other institutions describe the UAV market as
follows:


Reuters reported that the global market size for smart commercial drones was 1.410
million USD in 2017 and is anticipated to reach 179.600 million USD by 2025. This is
a 127-fold market growth in just 8 years.



Projections by Goldman Sachs set the potential market value for drones at 100
billion USD by 2020.



PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) valued the commercial market for drones at over
127 billion USD - the figure would be much higher were military applications to be
included.



In its aviation forecast, the US Federal Aviation Administration notes that the
commercial drone market could triple between 2019 and 2023 while Drone Industry
Insights claims the market will grow by 43 billion USD by 2024.



The European Commission estimates that drones will have an economic impact of
more than 10 billion EUR per year and create over 100 000 jobs in the EU by 2035.



The Single European Sky Air Traffic Management Research (SESAR) joint
undertaking expects around 7 million consumer leisure drones to be operating across
Europe and a fleet of 400 000 to be in use 'for commercial and government missions
in 2050.

While the projections range from several billion to hundreds of billion owing to differences in
metrics and methodology, most scholars agree that drones are indeed a disruptive,
innovative aviation technology with long-lasting effects for the decades to come. One of the
reasons for this relates to the unique drone characteristic of incorporating other former-

6
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disruptive technologies such as satellite navigation or autopilot in an innovative manner,
creating a new market.7
The following figure shows that the biggest part of drone applications is in the military domain
(70%), followed by commercial (17%) and consumer applications (13%). The drone market
per segment is divided into 53% hardware, 34% services and 13% software.

Figure 3: Drone market by application and segments

8

2.4 Challenges in the context of UAV
Disruption of public spaces
The increasing accessibility of drones is bound to raise the number of disruptive incidents in
public spaces. Well-documented past examples include airport incursions such as the
January 2019 incident at Newark airport in the US where all take-offs had to be halted and
inbound planes were stuck in the air due to a drone being spotted nearby. The disruption
lasted for about 90 minutes. In the same month, Heathrow airport in the UK experienced a
similar incident. By far the most burdensome however was the Gatwick airport drone crisis in
December 2018. The incident lasted for three days and it was later reported that it had cost
the airport around £1.4 million, having affected more than 1.000 flights and over 140 000
passengers. Airlines also had to bear the cost, with EasyJet for example having lost revenue
and incurred compensation payments worth around £15 million. Although police and military
forces were called in during the incident, the perpetrator was never found, pointing once

7
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more to the attribution difficulty in drone operations. Such incidents also serve to feed
reluctant or negative public perception of the use of drones.
Potentially dense drone traffic in the near future might also pose challenges to the
maintenance of public spaces. It is not unrealistic to imagine drones buzzing around in
neighbourhoods, delivering mail or food and accompanying family activities in the coming
years. Agreeing on a traffic management priority system for certain drone types in low
airspace was also listed as a challenge by Transport Commissioner Violeta Bulc in 2016. In
the US, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) agency is developing a
drone traffic management platform with a view to integrating drones safely into the lowaltitude airspace in a way that does not interfere with other drones or even helicopters. The
system will be based on a digital platform containing planned flight details and providing each
user with the same situational awareness. Examples of similar European projects are
provided in the box below. Although drones are generally seen as being more environmentfriendly than other means of transportation, concerns are rising about noise pollution. The
noise, if not managed, is expected to reach the acoustic levels of lawn-mowers and even
chainsaws when it comes to larger drones. Besides impacting the well-being of quiet urban
spaces, drone buzzing is also believed to affect bird populations since their reproduction
hinges on being able to hear each other. The Yosemite National Park in the US, for example,
has prohibited the use of drones owing to the threat to wildlife.9
Liability
An increase in civil drone use will also mean a rise in potential damage and accidents, such
as physical injuries, property and vehicle damage. A study commissioned by the European
Parliament indicates that 'victims of accidents caused by drones do not easily obtain
compensation, due to lack of insurance and identification, or insolvency on the side of the
insurers'. The author recommends the adoption of uniform EU-level rules in this respect in
order to avoid market fragmentation and an absence of interoperable solutions. He also
suggests that all drones should have third-party insurance, with very few exceptions, and that
in case a drone is not insured and its operator or owner cannot be identified, a compensation
fund based on purchase taxes could be established.10
Security and cyber risks

9
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As with any new, highly digitalised technology, the risk of cyber-attacks and hacking is high.
This can mean anything from illegal information processing to hijacking control over a drone's
command and control system and using it for malicious, even criminal activities. The US
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has emphasised civil drones' vulnerability to
hacking given their unencrypted communication through radio, WiFi or GPS. The risk is
lowered when it comes to military drones since their communication is secured and
encrypted. In the US, for example, the DHS warned against the use of drones produced by
certain companies deemed unsafe and the US Army called for its units to discontinue using
equipment from the same companies. Securing wireless networks could therefore be part of
the solution, together with tight rules on drone identification. The EU's implementing
regulation on the rules and procedures for the operation of unmanned aircraft give EASA and
competent national authorities authority 'to take the necessary measures to address any
safety issues on the best available evidence and analysis' including on cyber security. In a
paper by the EU Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA), cyber experts note
that vulnerability hinges on the quality of a drone's software and that its developer must be
able to provide verifiable evidence that the system upholds basic security principles. Drones
can also be misused for criminal purposes, such as drug smuggling, or be weaponised in
order to perform an attack, as in the suspected assassination attempt with explosive drones
on Nicolás Maduro, the president of Venezuela, in August 2018. Counter-drone measures
are being developed in tandem with this technology. These range from radio-jamming to
direct measures to physically disable the drone, such as using nets or even eagles to
intercept them.
Data protection and privacy
Respect for private life and data protection are covered by the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union. With their filming, photography and recording capabilities,
drones pose important challenges in these areas. Data protection infringements are risks that
depend on drone's data processing equipment and ownership of the data. Even the smallest
of drones can easily collect imagery, record conversations and intercept electronic
communications. More advanced drones can even engage in face-recognition activities. The
EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) protects EU citizens' personal data and
sets strict conditions for data processing. The enforcement of these rules however might
become problematic when it comes to drones. The new Basic Regulation on civil aviation
states that the operator and the remote pilot of a drone 'must be aware of the applicable
Union and national rules relating to the intended operations, in particular with regard to
safety, privacy [and] data protection'. It also stipulates that the drone 'must have the
corresponding and specific features and functionalities which consider the principles of
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privacy and protection of personal data by design and by default'. In addition, the
Commission's rules for drone operators require operators of drones equipped with sensors
able to capture personal data to be registered, adding that they should be well-informed
about the Union's rules – except if the drone falls under the EU's definition of a toy. A 2014
study for the European Commission found the EU and Member States' regulatory
environments 'adequate to address the privacy, data protection and ethical impacts of
RPAS'. Compliance challenges nevertheless remain as the increasing civil and recreational
use of drones complicates enforcement and attribution in practice.11

2.5 EU-level activities
Besides setting key priorities for increasing the competitiveness of the EU's aviation sector,
the 2015 aviation strategy tasks EU authorities with upgrading the legal framework for drones
in the EU's skies. The strategy was released in tandem with the Commission's proposal to
revise the Basic Regulation. With ambitious strategic priorities, including an ambitious
external aviation policy and high safety and security standards, the strategy set the scene for
a stronger EU role in aviation policy.
2016 saw the launch of the EU Global Strategy, a wider strategic document outlining the
EU's foreign policy priorities. This document served as a point of departure for a suite of
defence integration initiatives, demonstrating political will from EU Member States to do more
to defend European interests. Protecting vital security interests demands a cutting-edge
industrial and technological base, one that is welcoming and inclusive of new and emerging
technologies. From drones to robotics and artificial intelligence, these technologies are
increasingly seen as having strategic value and as demanding European leadership in
developing and regulating them. EU research funding schemes such as Horizon 2020 have
already committed €44 million worth of grants through SESAR for the safe integration of
drones in the airspace. The EU programme for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (COSME) also funded a project for developing a data
protection culture in the drone sector. SESAR, however, estimates that at least €200 million
are needed to address existing gaps relating to airspace drone integration.
Besides these traditional EU funding schemes, new initiatives in the field of defence research
also have implications for the future of drone development. For instance, the launch of
permanent structured cooperation (PESCO) in 2017 between 25 EU Member States wishing
to deepen their defence cooperation saw the adoption of 34 PESCO projects co-funded by

11
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the participating Members. These projects aim to develop military and operational
capabilities where they are lacking – including drone-related capacity. The European
Defence Fund (EDF) is another initiative aiming to foster competition and innovation in the
EU's defence industry through collaborative industrial projects. The Commission's legislative
proposal for the EDF earmarked a budget of €13 billion for the EU's 2021-2027 multiannual
financial framework. Following the provisional agreement with the European Parliament and
the Council of the EU, it has been agreed that between 4 % and 8 % of the budget will be
allocated to 'disruptive, high-risk innovation'. In March 2019, the Commission decided that its
work programme on co-financing defence industrial projects in 2019 and 2020 will focus on
cutting-edge defence technological areas, including drone technology. It has been argued
that the ultimate goal of European drone policy-making is to create a civil-military research
and development technological pool from which users from both sectors can benefit. The
same author also nevertheless criticises a lack of substantial reflection at EU-level about the
consequences of increased drone automation, their fast proliferation and normative
implications to the extent of promoting a 'sanitised' image of dual-use drones.
The European Political Strategy Centre also wrote about the EU's digital strategic autonomy
and the pressing need to understand the opportunities as well as the vulnerabilities that
accompany technological breakthroughs in the new 'geopolitics of digital technologies'. The
paper also points to the increasingly blurred lines between civilian and military applications of
technology, using drones and artificial intelligence as examples. The above-mentioned
SESAR study argues that the EU needs to create an ecosystem to facilitate improvements in
drone-related technological developments, air traffic management and cybersecurity as well
as to increase the availability of safe and authorised testing environments in the next five to
ten years 'to unlock demand and global competitiveness'.12
Also based on these framework conditions, amongst others the following European drone
projects are ongoing: 13


Airworthiness of mass-market drones (AW-Drones) project: A Horizon 2020-funded
project to contribute to the safe use of mass market drones;



PODIUM (Proving operations of drones with initial UTM): A SESAR Horizon 2020
project supporting the U-space by providing mutual traffic situational awareness;

12
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Safedrone: A SESAR joint undertaking funded project aiming to integrate general
aviation, state aviation, optionally piloted aircraft and drones into non-segregated
airspace in a multi-aircraft and manned flight environment;



SAFIR: A consortium of 13 public and private organisations for developing a drone
traffic management platform in Belgium, with the hope of expanding it across the EU;



Eurodrone /European MALE RPAS: A project by a French-German-Italian-Spanish
consortium to develop a MALE drone for military ISR purposes but also able to carry
weapons. Supporting it is also a PESCO project as well as an EDF project worth
€100 million;



Integrated Unmanned Ground System: A PESCO project led by Estonia aiming to
develop a land drone capable of several autonomous missions;



Maritime (semi-) Autonomous Systems for Mine Countermeasures: A PESCO project
led by Belgium aiming to develop underwater drones to counter sea mines;



Counter Unmanned Aerial System: a PESCO project coordinated by Italy with the aim
of countering the threat posed by mini and micro drones;



nEUROn: a French-led project with a consortium composed of Italy, Sweden, Spain,
Greece and Switzerland aiming to develop a stealthy combat drone operational as of
2040.
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3

State-of-the-art

In the course of the following sub-chapters, the state-of-the-art of hybrid drones, being
directly relevant for HUUVER, and for the usage domains addressed by HUUVER (Search
and Rescue, Patrolling and Monitoring as well as Intralogistics is documented.

3.1 Hybrid drones
As outlined in chapter 2.1, drones that are currently offered on the market perform typically
one type of mission using flight capabilities. However, there are some drones that can fly and
ride.
The following overview starts with toys for consumer usage (small sized and light weighted)
like the Syma x9 flying car or the Blu7ive RC Quadcopter, able to lift themselves and a small
camera. They cannot perform a mission which demands an operational range exceeding 50
meters and more than 5-7 minutes of flight. The constructions are unable to carry any
payload (except a small camera) and cannot be used in difficult conditions.

Figure 4: Syma x9 flying car and Blu7ive RC Quadcopter (consumer drones)

The next level of drones on the market are ones for professional usage, e.g. the DJI S900
v2, which can fly around 18 minutes but without any additional payload hovering in the air 2
meters above the ground. Using this kind of drone for mission realisation with moving, the
flight time is much shorter. For professional drones, the newest technologies are based on
hybrid power sources that uses combustion engines to generate an electrical power that
increases a flight time up to 3 hours with 4 kilograms of payload. The example of drone that
using this technology is Foxtech GAIA 160HY-Hybrid Hexacopter. The main disadvantages
of this drone power source are the environmental pollution with exhaust fumes and still
having a flight capability only.
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Figure 5: DJI S900 v2 and Foxtech GAIA 160HY-Hybrid Hexacopter (professional drones)

Besides the drone types described above there is a drone solution named Panther Air /
Ground Robot14 available today, having the ability to fly and drive using standard wheels. It is
an autonomous vehicle that carries items like cameras and sensors in the air and/or on
ground. The flight system of the UAV/UGV is programmable and it operates day and night,
completing building inspections, sample collections, volcano investigation, etc.

Figure 6: Panther Air / Ground Robot (drone for military and civil applications)

Following the information provided by Advanced Tactics Inc.15, the main specifications of the
Panther Air / Ground Robot are:


Vehicle weight: Around 11 kg (air vehicle) or around 18 kg (air/ground vehicle)



Payload: Around 2 – 10 kg (with batteries)



Potential payloads: Robotic arm, EO/IR camera, professional cinematic camera with
gimbal, and many more

14

https://www.gadgetify.com/panther-autonomous-airground-robot/

15

https://www.advancedtacticsinc.com/panther-suas-ground-robot-on-sale/
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Driving: 2- or 4-wheel drive (optional)



Ground mobility speed: Around 3 – 18 km/h (dependent upon motor selected)



Ground mobility endurance: 16+ km



Maximum flight speed: 43+ km/h



Maximum flight hover time: 5 – 20 minutes (dependent upon payload weight)



Flight ceiling: 2.500 – 5.000 m above sea level

Considering them, there are currently three Panther Robot configurations on sale (prices
exclude shipping costs of $ 399.00 within the continental US):
Panther Robot Flight Vehicle (online price: $ 1,995.00)


Complete propulsion system



Electronics



RC transmitter



Autonomous flight



Landing skids



Up to around 10 kg payload (around 13 kg without batteries)

Panther Robot Flight Vehicle with 2-Wheel Drive Ground Mobility (online price: $ 2,995.00)


Complete propulsion system



Electronics



RC transmitter



Autonomous flight



Complete ground drivetrain: Motor, suspension, -tires/wheels



Up to around 3 kg payload (around 6 kg without batteries)

Panther Robot Flight Vehicle with 4-Wheel Drive Ground Mobility (online price: $3,195.00)


Complete propulsion system



Electronics



RC transmitter



Autonomous flight



Complete ground drivetrain: Motor, suspension, -tires/wheels



Up to around 2 kg payload (around 5 kg without batteries)

According to the manufacturer, autonomous flight plans can be quickly loaded and flown
using a programmable flight control system. The robot is considered a small Unmanned
Aerial System (sUAS) under current FAA regulations and the following potential application
examples are given:
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Delivery of small payloads by air or by land;



Building inspections (able to drive to inspect foundations and fly to inspect rooftops
and walls);



Pipeline assessment and surveillance (able to drive or fly for long distances alongside
a pipeline);



Bridge/culvert inspections (able to fly into inaccessible areas, and then drive into
culverts);



Robotic sentry;



Wildlife observation (without disturbing wildlife and sensitive ecological areas);



Environmental assessments and geological surveys;



Explore the top of a plateau that can only be reached by helicopter;



Fly into a sink-hole or volcano and investigate the bottom;



Collect soil or biological samples from an inaccessible area;



Traverse extreme terrain and “jump” over canyons, cliffs, and obstructions;



Haul water, medical supplies, and other payloads to disaster areas in need;



Search and rescue in a variety of terrain.

3.2 Search & rescue
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
UAVs can serve as the initial explorer of the incident area, as well as insitu support system
safeguarding emergency personnel. Devastating destruction and dangerous situations can
make disaster response challenging. UAV solutions enhance situational awareness of
emergency responders by enabling them to collect critical aerial intelligence, identify
potential hazards, and quickly deploy rescue resources, where they are needed most.
Drones can be very particularly useful in extremely dangerous HAZMAT (hazardous
materials) or CBRNE (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive) incidents
and disasters. The risk to the rescue teams can be significantly reduced, if UAVs with
sensors and cameras on board are deployed first to gather as much information as possible
and help assess the situation before the responders are sent to the incident site. Besides,
UAVs equipped with visual and thermal cameras can be very efficient in search and rescue
(SAR) operations, especially during the night, in a complex terrain or in heavy smoke
conditions locating survivors by detecting body heat. Some UAV systems can also be used
to create detailed 2D and 3D maps of the heavily destroyed areas, so that emergency teams
can determine what types of resources are needed and plan the most effective response. To
ensure optimal human-robot collaboration, UAVs are integrated into the Command, Control,
Communications, Computers, and Intelligence (C4I) equipment of the human crisis
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managers. Ideally, several UAVs collaborate as a coordinated team, communicating via ad
hoc cognitive radio networking.16
UAVs have already proven to be beneficial for first responders, who use them routinely
facing a multitude of challenges and dangerous situations. For example, international rescue
teams used drones in SAR operations following the earthquake in Haiti in 2010.17 In late
October 2012, when 13 cars of a 39-car freight train carrying hazardous material derailed
near Louisville Kentucky in the US, the onsite emergency crews used a UAV solution to
assess the damage and provide the aerial imagery needed for a fast and safe clean-up of the
site.18 The same UAV system was used for rapid and safe assessment of the damage from
an EF-2 tornado that took place in Elk City on 16 May 2017. It provided full-motion video in
real-time to the Emergency Operations Center in Oklahoma City and the National Weather
Service in Norman, Oklahoma.19 Dubai Civil Defence (DCD) has purchased 15 quadcopters
to patrol high-risk areas, such as industrial zones, to monitor and record fires. In the event of
a blaze, the drones observe a burning building to determine the best plan of action before
firefighters committed to entering the scene, thus reducing risk to DCD personnel. 20
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) were deployed to assist local emergency services after the
Nepal earthquake in 2015, the Ecuador earthquake in 2016, and the Columbian landslides in
2017. In September 2017, a small UAS (sUAS) was used in Sint Maarten in the Caribbean to
help assess the aftermath of Hurricane Irma by providing aerial intelligence to first
responders and international disaster relief teams on the ground. 26 Russian emergency
services started deploying their first UAVs in 2009. In the summer of 2010, they were actively
used for monitoring fires in Moscow oblast. In 2016, the Russian Ministry of Emergency
Situations (MChS) supplied its units across the country with almost 800 new UAVs, which
support localization of fires, search of lost persons, control of ice movement on the rivers,
etc. Of these UAVs, 700 are small copters with a low payload (i.e., up to 500 g); the
remaining 100 are heavy drones, capable of covering long distances even at low
temperatures. By 2017, Unmanned Aviation Centres supporting the training of pilots for

16
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17

Andrey Ivanov, Bespilotniki na sluzhbe spasateley, iot.ru, 8 December 2016

18

Public Safety UAS Solutions https://www.aeryon.com/public-safety/emergency-response

19

https://www.aeryon.com/press-releases/aeryon-labs-supports-tornado-damage-assessment-in-

oklahoma
20

Ian Portelli, Drones for safety, CRJ, Volume 11, Issue 4, May 2016, pp. 74-56
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emergency operations have been created in 85 regions of Russia. Future UAVs will be
equipped with loud-speakers, making them part of the emergency hotline (“112”) system.21
The section below analyses examples of advanced COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) UAVs
for improving S&A in crisis management (Note: In case of a conventional electrically powered
UAV typically, each battery provides electric power for about 25 min of flight time, but takes a
full hour to charge. This limitation does not apply to a solar-powered UAV.)22
Aerialtronics Altura Zenith
Altura Zenith is an out-of-the-box UAV solution from the Dutch company Aerialtronics, which
was designed and developed through 3D-printing. It can carry as payload a DSLR camera,
thermal imaging sensor, multi-spectral cameras, microphones, video cameras and up to 9 kg
payload (Figure 4). It has a dual spectrum computer vision platform which exploits digital
data from a powerful FLIR Boson thermal IR camera and a 30x zoom Sony daylight camera.
High Definition (HD) images can be transmitted to the ground control station, which can
provide live multicast video to emergency services.23 Furthermore, the drone has integrated
detectors, capable of detecting toxic gas (VOC30), nuclear radiation, biological agents, and
chemical agents. With its ability to work in extreme weather conditions and environments
(winds up to 9m/s), the drone can relay information even in the presence of high heat, light
rain and snowfall.24

Figure 7: Altura Zenith
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https://iot.ru/gorodskaya-sreda/bespilotnikina-sluzhbe-spasateley (video available).
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AIRBUS Copter 4
The UAV Copter 4 is a reduced size unmanned helicopter from Airbus compared to many
other COTS helicopters, which is particularly well adapted to perform ISR, protection or
monitoring missions for military as well as civil applications.25 It can provide imaging and
communications intelligence, as well as deliver rescue or medical equipment. The on board
heavy-duty professional camera can transmit images wirelessly to first responders as far as
40km from the UAV’s location. With the ability to carry a payload of 8.5kg and flight time up
to 2 hours, this UAV can bring necessary supplies to rescuers and victims alike. However, it
requires two operators to deploy the remotely controlled helicopter.26
DJI Phantom Series
The UAV DJI Phantom Series (model 3, model 4) is able to provide 4k ultra high definition
(UHD) video capture. It has integrated collision avoidance capability, even at high speeds.
Landing and lift-off can be controlled through GPS. It has a patented flight control system,
which enables it to basically fly itself. Also, this series offers a range of accessories, such as
carbon fibre-enforced propeller with quick release mechanism, intelligent flight battery and
charging hub, high speed 64 GB SD card, and filters for optimal shutter settings. DJI Goggles
allow the user to zone out the external world and view reality through a “first person view”
with the HD stream coming from the drone. One operator can carry out all flight-pertinent
functions (3 It is noted that the DJI software is very CPU intensive.) A test program was
carried out by DJI and European Emergency Number Association (EENA), in cooperation
with Fire and SaR services in Ireland, Iceland, Denmark and UK.27

25
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Figure 8: Phantom-3

CAMCOPER S-100 (SCHIEBEL)
Schiebel’s CAMCOPTER® S-100 Unmanned Air System (UAS) is a proven capability for
military and civilian applications. The Vertical Take-off and Landing (VTOL) UAS needs no
prepared area or supporting launch or recovery equipment. It operates day and night, under
adverse weather conditions, with a range out to 200 km, both on land and at sea. The S-100
navigates automatically via pre-programmed GPS waypoints or can be operated directly with
a pilot control unit. Missions are planned and controlled via a simple point-and-click graphical
user interface. High-definition payload imagery is transmitted to the control station in real
time. Using "fly-by-wire" technology controlled by redundant flight computers, the UAV can
complete its mission automatically in the most complex of electromagnetic environments. Its
carbon fibre and titanium fuselage provides capacity for a wide range of payload / endurance
combinations.

Figure 9: CAMCOPER S-100 by Schiebel

The CAMCOPER S-100 is the leading drone for maritime operations within the Search &
Rescue segment.
Advanced Aircraft Company Hercules
Hercules is a long-endurance UAV for extended missions. It combines multi-rotor propulsion
with a fixed-wing frame (length: 1.6 m; width: 3.3 m) (Figure 6). A hybrid electric propulsion
system (6 electric motors, plus electronic fuel injection combustion engine) gives the vertical-

28
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take-off-and landing (VTOL) UAV a 2-hr. endurance carrying a 2 kg payload. A 2-stroke
gasoline engine, balanced by battery power, provides a fail-safe power supply.29 At 17 kg
gross weight, the Hercules can operate under the FAA’s Part 10730 small UAV rule, but has
four to six times the endurance of battery-powered multirotor VTOL drones carrying the same
payload.31,32

Figure 10: Hercules

Vercial Technologies DeltaQuadPro
The DeltaQuad Pro is a VTOL, fixed wing UAV for missions up to 120 km at a maximum
speed of 100 km/h with a apylod of 1 kg. It has wingspan of 235 cm, length of 90 cm and an
empty weight without batterires of 3.3 kg (Figure 7). It is fully electric and can be controlled
from a tablet, laptop or any internet connected device. DeltaQuad Pro can carry out fully
autonomous take-off and landing. The UAV requires no pre-flight calibrations and can be
assembled in 30 seconds. DeltaquadPro features a VPN secured 4G video and telemetry
connection; the UAV does not require a traditional transmitter.33

29

http://www.advancedaircraftcompany.com/hercules/

30

US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA); https://www.faa.gov/

31

Hybrid Power Extends Small UAS Endurance, Aerospace Daily & Defense Report, 1 September

2017
32
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Figure 11: DeltaQuadPro

Yamaha FAZER R G2
The FAZER R G2 is capable of automated flights to uninhabited areas out of visual range,
with maximum payload of 35 kg at an AGL (altitude above ground level) up to 2 800 m
(Figure 8). Cruising range is up to 90 km through the fitting of a satellite-capable transmitterreceiver. It has provisions for mounting photography- and measurement devices. It has an
overall length of 3,665 mm and a main rotor (diameter – 3,115 mm). Power is provided by a
liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 2-valve, horizontally-opposed 2-cylinder engine with a 12-liter fuel
tank. Maximum forward-airspeed is 20m/s. It features automated flight control systems.34

Figure 12: FAZER R G2

Qube
Qube is a small UAV (length: 90 cm; weight: 2.5 kg) transmitting live video directly to the
operator. It fits in the trunk of a car and can be assembled and ready for flight in less than
five minutes.35 The UAV operating range is limited to 1 km line-of-sight. It has only cameras
as payload (dual high resolution colour and a 640 x 480 thermal cameras), allowing the
operator to see in any lighting conditions without changing payloads. Both cameras have
zoom-capability and image stabilisation.

34
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Aeryon SkyRanger
SkyrRanger is a small, ruggedized UAV (deployed: 102 cm diameter, 24 cm height; folded:
50 cm length, 25 cm width; see figure below). The VTOL UAV provides up to 50-minute
endurance, continuous operation with flight performance even in rough weather, such as
wind speed up to 65 km/h sustained wind (90 km/h gusts) and environmental temperature
ranging from -30°C to + 50°C. High resolution aerial imagery from the UAV integrates with
traditional photogrammetry software to provide detailed information. Pre-planned flight paths
using dynamic flight plans (including FollowMe™ protection and AutoGrid™ mapping modes)
enable the operator to methodically perform a grid search. Point-and-click touchscreen
navigation and camera control is provided. Control and data link are part of the low-latency
all-digital network. The secure networking capabilities ensure that all videos and photographs
are automatically saved and geo-tagged for further analysis and potential evidence. 36 Also,
the system can assist HazMat/CBRNe management with integrated, hot-swappable
payloads. SkyRanger has the option of Beyond Line-of-Sight operational range, i.e., 3 km
integrated capability extensible beyond 5 km, and altitude from 450 m AGL extendable to
4500 m AGL. AeryonLive™ Video & Telemetry solution can stream live video, images and
aircraft telemetry from the SkyRanger across a secure bonded cellular network
connection.37,38

Figure 13: SkyRanger

UAV Factory Penguin C

36

Secure

network

pairing,
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bit

encryption;

https://www.aeryon.com/wpp/wp-

content/files/brochures/AeryonSkyRanger-Brochure.pdf
37

https://www.aeryon.com/press-releases/aeryon-labs-supports-tornado-damage-assessment-in-

oklahoma
38
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Penguin C is a long-endurance, long range UAV-system with a flight endurance of over 20
hours and operation radius of over 100 km (Figure 10). The entire system with 3 UAVs,
operated by a crew of two, fits in a minivan, and can be assembled in less than an hour. Its
portable launcher and parachute recovery system allows for runway-independent operation.
The Penguin C falls under the 55-pound FAA regulation requirements for small UAVs, i.e.,
the aircraft is non-ITAR restricted. The whole system, packed in several ruggedized
containers, weighs approximately 265 kg. The Penguin C system is equipped with a portable
tracking antenna system that enables encrypted data transmission to a range exceeding 100
km. It offers a bit rate of up to 12 Mbps, integrated pointing algorithm and automatic
switching between directional- and omnidirectional-antenna modes. The tracking antenna
system and ground control station have a military-grade ruggedized design. It uses a
parachute/airbag recovery system for a soft landing, thereby, eliminating the need for a
landing net or landing wire. The Penguin C uses a proprietary algorithm that estimates the
parachute landing point based on a number of flight conditions and allows for controlled
aircraft recovery in a small designated area. The UAV system is available with advanced
micro-gimbals, providing day- and night-time object tracking and small moving target
indication. The Penguin C is also available with an empty payload bay. This provides an
option to integrate third-party payloads using standard connections based on specific project
needs. For powering the payload, an onboard 6 V, 12 V and 24 V power supply is installed.
Imagery and seamless integration includes stabilized, simultaneously streaming dual highresolution cameras (1080p24HDH.264 video, 15MP still images; 640x480H.264 video and
still-images, white-hot and black-hot modes). Low-latency all-digital network is provided with
256 bit AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encrypted streaming video to multiple devices,
embedded geo-tags and metadata.39,40

39

Detailed information at: https://www.aeryon.com/casestudies/drone-systems-case-study
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Figure 14: Penguin C

Unmanned Ground Vehicles
For decades, robots have offered industries high-speed and high-precision task-solving
capabilities. Today, they are deployed in new areas such as search and rescue for victims, or
aerial or mobile snake-like, robots provide rapid SA and emergency access to hazardous
areas. These robots are able to sense and be aware of their environment in order to perform
complex tasks correctly with capabilities such as: (1) Vision – automatic and robust sensing
that enables the robot to pick up objects or avoid collisions; (2) Navigation and positioning –
getting a robot safely and efficiently "from A to B", and maintaining awareness of its location
throughout the process; (3) Operations - a robot arm or mobile robot manipulators carrying
out operations in settings where people are present; (4) Autonomy –robots that can learn
from experience to improve their performance.41
Thousands of land robots, or Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV), are in use by military and
civil defence forces around the world. UGV offer the potential for enhancing SA during
emergency response through deployment of distributed remote sensors and subsequent
information collection in hazardous environments. Such platforms are particularly useful in
CBRNe-related incidents and disasters, since they eliminate the need to expose first
responders to hazardous situations. Instead, UGV can carry out the initial assessment, or
size-up, of the situation, without putting human lives at risk. For instance, robot systems were
deployed in Japan after the Fukushima nuclear accident on 11 March 2011. Unmanned
constructive heavy machines and robots from the USA and Sweden did reconnaissance
work and cleaning up of rubble outside of buildings of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant:

41

https://www.sintef.no/en/information-and-communication-technology-ict/about-sintef-ict/robotics/
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specially designed UGV (Quince and JAEA-3; details below) were deployed for
reconnaissance inside buildings (Note: The Japanese nuclear disaster response robotics developed after Japan Conversion Corporation's critical accident occurred in 1999 – did not
work when the Fukushima-Daiichi accident occurred on 11 March 2011 (reference:
Emergency response by robots to Fukushima-Daiichi accident: Summary and lessons
learned

available

from:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/263180800_Emergency_response_by_robots_to_F
ukushimaDaiichi_accident_Summary_and_lessons_learned)42
The section below analysis examples of advanced COTS UGVs for improving SA in crisis
management.
iRobot 110 FirstLook
iRobot 110 FirstLook is a rugged, small, lightweight and throwable UGV, designed to perform
multiple missions, including explosive detection, explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) and
bomb disposal, chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) and hazardous
material (HazMat) detection, checkpoint/vehicle inspections, persistent observation, and
route/building clearance (Figure 11).43 It can also be used to locate and identify hazards in
confined areas and close-in scenarios, and is capable of operating in visual obscurants
under all weather conditions. The UGVsystem consists of robot, operator control unit (OCU),
and AC charger. The system is 25 cm long, 23 cm wide, 10 cm high, and weighs 2.3 kg. It
can be thrown through windows or down stairways. In addition, the robot can be equipped
with a small lightweight manipulator (SLM). The SLM is able to manipulate and lift objects
weighing up to 1.6 kg, incorporating an adjustable mast camera with visible light illuminator.
The UGV can be integrated with specialised cameras, thermal imagers, HazMat sensors and
charge deployment accessories. It can also carry joint special COTS detectors (For example,
Smiths Detection's LCD 3.3, RAE Systems' MultiRAE, Canberra Radiac and L-3's weapon
thermal monocular).

42
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Figure 15: IRobot 110 FirstLook

The UGV has four integrated 8x digital zoom cameras, each mounted at front, rear, left and
right sides. Cameras provide all-round SA in multiple directions. The cameras feature
adjustable exposure and gain controls and are sensitive to visible and near-infrared (NIR)
light. The built-in 2.4GHz or 4.9GHz mesh radio facilitates reliable communication between
the operator and the robot through multiple paths. The robot also uses a digital radio, a
modular interface, and a line of sight communication system with a range of 200 m. The
rugged, water-resistant, rechargeable multi-robot control system enables the operator to
perform command and control (C2) of the robot from standoff distances. The control system
weighs 0.9kg and features an LCD touchscreen for displaying the real-time imagery and
video captured by built-in cameras. Since the iRobot 110 FirstLook is fitted with rotating
flippers, it can climb obstacles of up to 18 cm, turn in place, and self-right when flipped over.
It has tracked propulsion with skid steering and zero radius turn. The UGV has an endurance
of more than six hours and can reach speeds up to 5.5km/h. It can sustain 40 cm-drops onto
concrete and can be submersed to a depth of 1 m. The robot is operable in temperatures
ranging between - 20°C and 55°C.44
A special larger version, the 510 PackBot, is man-portable and features a modular design,
incorporating an array of sensors and interchangeable payloads. It can be deployed in less
than two minutes and operates under all weather conditions. This UGV has a length of about
89 cm with flippers extended. The height with no payload / manipulator is 17.8 cm and the
width with flippers is 52.1cm. It weighs approximately 10.9 kg without batteries. It is equipped
with mechanical cable cutters and a head-mounted hook. A route-clearance kit is attached to

44

http://www.army-technology.com/projects/irobot-110-firstlook-robot/
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remove and probe buried obstacles (Note: PackBot robots were the first robots to provide a
glimpse inside the reactor buildings of the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant after the accident
on 11 March 2011 (reference: Hiroko Nakata, Upgraded Quince robots ready for second
foray,

The

Japanese

Times,

31

January

2012,

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2012/01/31/national/upgraded-quince-robotsready-forsecond-foray/).45
AREVA RIANA
The UGV RIANA (Robot for Investigations and Assessments of Nuclear Areas) is capable of
operating in radioactive areas to map, taking samples and measuring radioactivity. On the
motorized platform measurement or sampling modules can be interchanged depending on
the situation. The tool is also equipped with 3D- and thermal cameras, as well as laser
detectors, in order to help it negotiate its way around obstacles (Figure 12).46

Figure 16: RIANA

RIANA is available with four-wheel or caterpillar track drive. RIANA’s Human-Machine
Interface (HMI) is based on a technology which facilitates in-zone interventions. Moreover,
operations can be executed without necessarily requiring the presence of an operator: an
optional guidance program allows the robot to find its own way and to work on a site
autonomously. In the event of a signal loss, RIANA is automatically guided back towards its

45
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last known location, whether being tele-guided by an operator or operating autonomously.47
48

Bluebotics Absolem
Absolem is a research land-based robotic platform (Figure 13).49 It has a patented passive
differential with a low center of gravity and high ground clearance. This enables the robot to
move in basically any terrain, such as stairs, rocks, gravel roads, forest paths and snow. It is
equipped with a wide range of sensors. It weighs 30 kg and can move with a speed of 2 km/h
for more than 2 hours. The design is such that is especially suited for urban rescue
missions.50

Figure 17: Absolem

CHIBA Institute of Technology QUINCE
The Quince system consists of three caterpillar-shaped robots (QUINCE 1, 2 and 3). These
small tracked UGV can carry out search and rescue missions in dangerous environments,
e.g., in underground industrial or commercial sites (Note: These robots are deployed at the
Fukushima nuclear power plant-disaster site. Until now, the operator TEPCO accomplished
total 13 surveillance missions in the reactor buildings conducted by these robots.) The
fundamental characteristics of these UGVs are high radiation tolerance, equipped with
communication system for teleoperation, high mobility and reliability. No special radiation

47

Nuclear Facility Dismantling: Areva Delivers First RIANA Robot to the CEA, Press Release, June

29, 2015
48
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shielding is needed for the UGV. For communication, a wired communication system (400 m
long cable) with a cable handling device is mounted on the Quince. Mobility enables the UGV
to climb stairs. It is equipped with instruments for achieving surveillance tasks, highresolution cameras, gamma camera (weight: 200 kg), dosimeter, dust sampler,
thermometers and hygrometers, lighting system, and a simple manipulator for handling a
probe. Ergonomics is essential, since first responders working on-scene frequently wear fullface mask and gloves over other gloves. Therefore, handling a console of the UGV considers
that QUINCE is operable with such equipment, i.e., QUINCE has a small and ruggedized PC
for the operator console. Teleoperation software was developed for displaying multiple
images and information on a single screen. 51, 52

3.3 Patrolling & monitoring
In patrolling & monitoring, UAVs have to fulfil the following requirements:


Flexibility when integrating a wide variety of sensors



High stability



High weather resistance



Sense & Avoid or Detect & Avoid solutions



Systems for additional security: e.g. double redundancy, distance sensors



Real-time transmission of data to the central control centre



Simultaneous use of several interconnected sensors



Software for exact simulation and exact programming of flight routes



Connecting terrestrial with airborne sensors



Very powerful sensors required (RGB: at least 42 MP full format and EO / IR)

Depending on whether rapid operational readiness or long-endurance flights are paramount,
the following exemplary list of UAV providers and their offerings can be stated:

51

Quince: Monitoring Robot for Disaster Response in the Fukushima-Daiichi Power Facility, Tomoaki

Yoshida, Chiba Institute of Technology
52
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Microdrones (www.microdrones.com)

Figure 18: Microdrones MD-4-3000

Schiebel (www.schiebel.net, military)

Figure 19: Schiebel Camcopter S-100

Freefly (www.freeflysystems.com)

Figure 20: Freefly Systems Alta UAV8
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DJI (www.dji.com)

Figure 21: DJI Matrice 210

Figure 22: DJI Matrice 600Pro

Leica Geosystems (www.leica-geosystems.com/products/uav-systems)

Figure 23: Aibot by Leica Geosystems
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INTEL

(https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/drones/drone-applications/commercial-

drones.html)

Figure 24: Intel Falcon 8+

C-Astral (https://www.c-astral.com/)
A fixed wing solution, also for S&R deployable: Bramor sAR.
German Drones (https://germandrones.com/de/)
VTOL Fixed Wing UAV, has different usage scenarios.

3.4 Intralogistics (including indoor operation)
According to a DHL report, drones can be used for intralogistics. For instance, they can
transport parts from warehouses to workshops in factories. The ability of drones to follow
pre-defined flight paths and carry items also show good potential for indoors such as on-site
express delivery of tools and spare parts as well as lubricants. However, significant
limitations for intralogistics is payload, gripping/placing movements and navigation.53
Here, indoor applications have less boundary conditions compared to outdoor applications.
The main benefits of indoor applications are the following:


Less hazardous tasks: No ladder climbing and dangerous inspections anymore



Less restrictive regulations: Much easier to get approval compared with outdoors



Stable weather conditions: Constant weather conditions (no wind, snow rain or fog)



Attractive investment costs: Fast return on investment due to manageable acquisition
costs of hardware (small drones)

There are several technological challenges of indoor applications of drones:

53



Limited hovering area: Many obstacles which increase complexity



Integration: Time consuming integration of drones into existing processes



Navigation: GPS-denied environment

DHL TrendReport Unmanned Aerial Aircraft.
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Safety: Potential drone failures & explosions (battery)

The ethical challenges are mostly concerned with privacy and data protection, but there is
also concerns about noise and the feeling of safety risks:


Privacy issues: Data collection and pre-processing rules



Concerns of Unions: Some labour unions are increasing pressure on regulatory
bodies



Insurance: Key-question: Who is guilty in case of crash?54

The use of drones in warehouses has been increasing over the past years. Large
warehouses are aiming to increase efficiency by investing more in automation and robotics.
This is not without precedence since the cost of warehousing operations account for 30% of
the total costs in logistics.55 Furthermore, difficulty to attract skilled labours, increasing
demand for customer services and the rise of e-commerce have intensified the need to
further increase efficiency in warehouse operations.
New scanning technologies, bar codes, QR codes, radio frequency identification (RFID)
technologies and artificial intelligence (AI) enable drone-driven automations in warehouses.
Moreover, onboard computing power and efficient algorithms allow for the implementation of
scalable drone applications.56 However, the structure of warehouses are diverse with
different complexities, which impose constraints for the rollout of a drone program. They
differ in terms of geographic location, type of stored items, layout (e.g. shelf, pallets, and
boxes), size and technology. The function of warehouses is also diverse. For example, a
distribution warehouse is operating differently from cross-docking warehouse and factory
warehouses for raw materials and finished goods.
Drones have started to play a central role in the automation of current warehouses. They are
popular due to their ability of drones to fly and hover autonomously, avoid obstacles in
different warehouse layouts, navigate indoor, land precisely and potentially operate in fleets.
Besides intralogistics, the most promising areas of indoor drone use cases in warehouses
are inventory management and inspection and surveillance.57

54

Whitepaper: Applications of drones in warehouse operations

55

Feasibility of Warehouse drone adaption and implementation

56

Adapting Warehouse Management Systems to the Requirements of the Evolving Era of Industry 4.0

57

Whitepaper: Applications of drones in warehouse operations
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Inventory Management
In the area of inventory management, drones can be used for the following tasks: inventory
audit, inventory management, cycle counting, item search, buffer stock maintenance, and
stock taking. Stock taking is the physical verification of the quantity of items stored in
warehouses. Stock taking is often done annually or by the end of the fiscal year. Whereas
cycle counting describes the process of counting a partial amount of a warehouse’s inventory
on a more frequent basis58. This task is usually performed daily or weekly by a small trained
team of inventory control staffs. They walk or drive to a designated location in the
warehouse, scan the barcode of the item, count the units and move on to the next location
following their schedule. Even though this method increases the inventory accuracy
compared to the annual one-time inventory checks, there are still several downsides. Among
others, cycle counting is slow (manual task), labour-intensive (several inventory staffs are
needed), dangerous (risky operations due to working in high altitudes), expensive (labour
costs) and error-prone (highly repetitive tasks). Drones can add value to optimize this
process59. The main objectives of using drones for inventory management are to increase the
inventory accuracy, decrease labour costs, and minimize dangerous tasks for the workforce.
Inspection & Surveillance
Drones can be a viable alternative to replace manual inspection and surveillance operations
in warehouses. Drones are already used for inspection in many industries such as
construction, petrochemical, oil and gas, and power generation. Indoor use cases of drones
for inspection is also growing. In warehouses, drones can for example inspect roofs, racks,
pallet placements, walls, and ceilings. The growth of warehouse operations and customer
demand makes inspection processes expensive and difficult. Indoor inspection tasks often
require skilled inspectors and sometimes work is obstructed during inspections. Indoor
drones are a perfect fit for tasks that require monitoring and inspection in dangerous areas or
high altitudes.60 Drones can also be used for regular surveillance routes to prohibit theft and
other unwanted behaviour.61

58

Inventory Control Drones: Business potential and best practices

59

“Flyability,” 2019

60

“Drones are taking flight indoors. Are you ready?“

61

Whitepaper: Applications of drones in warehouse operations
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The following figure provides an exemplary overview on drone usage in business indoor
environments. Warehouses with the following characteristics have a high potential for
drones:


Relatively large size >10’000 square meters



Long corridors (>50 meters) - Long walking distances increase time needed to
accomplish tasks



High shelfs (>5 meters) - Dangerous tasks for operators



Single deep pallet rack - Barcode scanning not possible for double deep storage
principle

Table 1: Indoor Drone Use Cases

Inventory management applications appear to have the highest potential for use in
warehousing operations. Seven of the 12 use cases presented fall into this category and they
are also the ones that (reportedly) have beyond testing phase in some companies. To date,
using drones for intra-logistics seem to be difficult due to technological challenges, namely
power supply and payload. There is limited evidence for successful inspection & surveillance
applications in warehouses. Several drone solution providers are gearing up to enter the
drone inventory management market. For instance, Corvus Robotics claimed to launch their
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new autonomous warehouse inventory solution in the beginning of 2019.62 In addition, Linde
Material Handling, the leading European company in warehouse optimization, stated at the
LogiMAT trade fair in Stuttgart in 2017, that the market launch of their inventory checking
solution “Flybox” is scheduled for 2018 at earliest63. Verity Studios is also testing prototypes
in their lab while elaborating a strategy of how to potentially enter the drone inventory
market 64 65 66
Technical challenges
The most challenging part to reach full automation (level 5) is concerned with indoor
navigation. Due to insufficient navigation accuracy, drones are not likely to fly autonomously
in any of the application areas in the next few years. Yet, recent advances of promise that
drones will achieve high precision for indoor navigation in the near future. Vision based
algorithms provide a promising way to achieve 100% accuracy. To date, one of the most
advanced visual SLAM algorithm achieves an accuracy of 5cm. Yet, visual based SLAM
outperforms other localization technologies such as Ultrawide-Band (UWB). The radio
frequency-based technology is often used for the tracking of floor conveyors such as forklifts
or pallet trucks with relatively low accuracy of 10-30cm, which is not a suitable alternative for
indoor localization of drones. Other emerging technologies can potentially increase the
accuracy of visual based SLAM. For instance, light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
technology has high potentials for indoor navigation. It is a method with high-precision and
measures distance to a target by illuminating the target with pulsed laser light. Leica
Geosystem co-developed a drone with DJI67 using a combination of LiDAR sensors and
cameras. The so called “Aibot” achieves an accuracy of 2.5 cm over an area of 10 ha
(100’000 square meters). However, the weight of drone is almost 10 kilograms that impose
constrains for indoor environments. An example of an advanced available technology for
high precise navigation for indoors is the technology of Vtrus68. This technology combines 3D

62

Corvus Robotics

63

“A drone will take care of stocktaking in the future”

64

D. C. Hoffmann, “Inventory Control Drones: Business potential and best practices,”

65

“Verity Studios,” 2019.

66

Whitepaper: Applications of drones in warehouse operations

67

“Leica Aibot.”

68

“Vtrus launches drones to inspect and protect your warehouses and factories.”
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depth sensors and 3D scanner with 360° wide-angle cameras to achieve the highest possible
accuracy. Their vision based simultaneous localization and mapping algorithm (SLAM) is
processing millions of camera pixels in parallel, as often as 30 times per second. In addition,
they are able to reproduce a 3D map and locate the drone inside the map. The indoor
navigation solutions from PINC69, inventAIRy70 and eyesee71 are also vision based and are
similar to the Vtrus’s technology. For example, PINCs solution is not only able to check
inventory but also to localize it. InventAIRy states that their software is capable of visionbased inspection providing information on packaging quality, pallet quality and possible
damages on goods. Mastering the challenge of indoor navigation is the key to success for
indoor drone implementation in warehouses but also for other indoor environments. To
further increase the localization accuracy, Geodis/DeltaDrone72 and Infinium Robotics73
combine drones with an automated ground vehicle (an AGV) with a mounted calibration
board on top. The tethered (wired) drones are physically attached with a cable to a ground
vehicle, which also increases battery lifetime. Therefore, the air time of such a technology is
up to four hours, whereas technologies without automated ground vehicle can be up to ca.
30 minutes (e.g. inventAIRy). Yet, using wired drones reduces the hovering and
manoeuvrability of drones and makes the integration in warehouses rather difficult.74
Outlook
Drones “fly high” in warehouses today and an increasing number of new tests and
implementations of drones in warehouse operations in the next years is expected. This
development is likely to be driven by companies in high-cost countries, but it doesn’t have to.
For instance, Indian media released a news in December 2018 that the Indian Ministry of
Civil Aviation has legalized the use of drones after a four-year long prohibition phase75. In
October 2014, the Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) had banned the use of drones
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“PINC Drones.”
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“Doks. Innovation.”
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“Inventory-taking drone.”
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“Warehouse inventory using dronese.”
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“Infinium Scan.”
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Whitepaper: Applications of drones in warehouse operations
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“Government of India: Office of the director general of civil aviation.”
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due to privacy and security concerns and lack of regulation76. Mahindra Logistics, an Indian
based logistics giant, already stated on May 19, 2019 that they are awaiting further indoor
regulatory approvals before starting to use drones for inventory management77. That said,
the legalization in India is boosting the potential for additional indoor drone applications.
Despite difficulties of intra-logistics for indoors, two big German companies have recently
tested outdoor intra-logistics drone flights. ZF was the first company in Germany that
received approval for the automated drone flights delivering spare parts on factory
premises78. By the end of 2018, the first test flight was successfully accomplished. The
second company, Thyssenkrupp Steel, announced in May 2019 its first on site drone delivery
flight delivering laboratory samples79. These two recent applications are important milestones
for the intra-logistics applications of drones in Europe. Although the use cases are outdoors,
it shows that there is potential for indoor experiments in the near future.

3.5 Sensor technology
Independent from the usage scenario, different kinds of sensors can be deployed onto a
UAV:


Laser scanner / LIDAR



Thermal imaging / night vision / infrared camera



NIR (near infrared)



Multispectral, hyperspectral camera



Temperature, sound, radiation, gas sensors



Radar, ground radar - ground radar (GPR)



Radar with a synthetic aperture



Corona



Sensor box (3-4 sensors)



Visual: digital photo, video camera (RGB)
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LIDAR

Thermal

Multispectral

EO/IR

Figure 25: Usual sensors for UAS

LIDAR sensors

Figure 26: YellowScan Surveyor

Figure 27: Riegl (Mini-VUX, VUX-1 UAV)

Figure 28: Velodyne

Corona sensors
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Figure 29: OFIL SYSTEMS UAV CORONA SENSOR

3.6 Galileo-relevant H2020 projects
The following research projects can be found with the aim of fostering Galileo applications in
connection with UAVs80:


COREGAL
In COREGAL, a low cost unmanned fixed-plane Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and
service for biomass mapping will allow wide scale mapping in the Brazilian context of
forest management. A first of a kind combined Position-Reflectometry Galileo receiver
will be developed as main sensor for platform positioning and biomass estimation, the
latter using reflected GNSS signals (also called GNSS-R) on tree canopies. High
positioning accuracy (centimetre level) is required for surface point reflection
determination, which is challenging for remote areas where no GNSS infrastructure is
available as in the case of many forests in Brazil. However, Galileo AltBOC E5
signals offer unprecedented pseudorange measurement quality which can be used
for novel high accuracy positioning.



REAL
Researchers with the REAL project are developing EGNOS-based navigation and
surveillance sensors for two Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS), one for
urgent medical transport and the other for providing linear powerline inspections.
“REAL integrates EGNOS positioning in support of aviation and surveillance functions
for UAVs,” explains project researcher Santiago Soley. “The idea is to exploit
EGNOS’ positioning and, more importantly, the integrity that it provides.”



80

EASY-PV

EGNOS

and

Galileo

–

opening

the

door
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new

drone

applications:

https://www.gsa.europa.eu/newsroom/news/egnos-and-galileo-opening-door-new-drone-applications
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The EASY-PV project has developed a time-efficient and cost-effective maintenance
solution for photovoltaic plants. Using a drone equipped with a European GNSS highaccuracy receiver, the system flies over a photovoltaic field and collects such relevant
data as visible and thermal images. “This data is then automatically geo-referenced
and processed, producing a detailed report on which modules need to be replaced,”
explains project coordinator Marco Nisi.


GAUSS
To better regulate drone traffic in Europe, the EU has launched a UAV Traffic
Management initiative. “GAUSS integrates EGNOS and Galileo’s navigation and
location services into this initiative to provide the level of accuracy needed to safely
position drones in the sky,” says project coordinator Jiménez González.



GEOVISION
To increase emergency response times, GEO-VISION captures images and video
streaming from the UAV, which are then sent to the pilot and routed in real-time to a
control room. “In emergency search and rescue situations, everything is about time –
the quicker you know what is happening, the faster you can respond to it,” says
project coordinator Harald Skinnemoen. “GEOVISION results is an increased
efficiency in emergency response, leading to more lives being saved.”



MAPKITE
This mapping-based project integrates drones with terrestrial mobile mapping
systems to provide surveyors and mappers with an end-to- end solution for 3D highresolution corridor mapping. “For drone applications such as MAPKITE, EGNOS is
the standard for accuracy,” explains project coordinator Pere Molina. “Galileo plays
an important role too, adding more satellites in view and by offering some resilience
against hacking.”



ARGONAUT
ARGONAUT combines an advanced, multi-constellation GNSS receiver and a
powerful navigation data processing cloud service for more accurate and affordable
geolocation. “For us, the use of Galileo basically translates into being able to provide
a better service,” says project coordinator Xavier Banqué-Casanovas. “Because
ARGONAUT is a multi-constellation solution, we can offer drone users a more robust
solution for overcoming such adverse scenarios as obstructions.”



HELMET
The main objective of HELMET is to develop innovative EGNSS applications capable
to impacting on eco-friendly and green transportations means. Target adopters of
EGNOS and Galileo are the Connetcted and driverless cars, Train signaling, UAV for
surveillance of roads and railways. Multi-modality is HEMET’s differentiator to
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federate innovative applications transforming the independent habit of roads and
railways into a synergic ecosystem sharing digital infrastructures, safety and
certification processes to lower energy consumption and pollution. HELMET capability
to operate UAVs increases the safety by introducing new means for integrated car
and train automation. The high integrity and high accuracy platform relies on the
Consortium’s know how of SBAS-EGNOS technology to stepping into the multiconstellation multi frequency and multi sensor domain to fight back against common
hazards characterizing land mobile scenarios.81


MISTRALE
The MISTRALE project proposes to address soils moisture management in
agriculture as well as wetlands or flooded areas monitoring by using Global
Navigation Satellite Systems reflected signals (GNSS-R) as a powerful technology for
humidity or flooded mapping. In order to meet the objectives, a GNSS-R receiver
embedded into a small RPAS (Remotely Piloted Aircraft System) will be developed
and implemented into an operational chain to provide the service. GNSS-R
technology aims at measuring the GNSS signals reflected on the ground, and,
compared to the direct signals, permits a measurement of the soil humidity (from 0 to
100%) as well as flooded extend. The use of GALILEO signals will significantly
improve the precision of mapping. The operational system will integrate three main
axes of development: adapting the GNSS-R technology for the requirements, making
a compact GNSS-R receiver and optimizing an existing RPAS.82



Skylynx
The deployment of advanced signalling systems (ERTMS) in Europe is encountering
issues related to the use of manual and obsolete tools. Also, rail maintenance costs
are still expensive in terms of effort and safety, and infrastructures lack of flexible
systems to ensure security, surveillance and supervision. To resolve these problems,
railways digitalisation has become a major trend within the industry.
SigmaRail has developed Skylynx, a UAV-based system that aims to address these
challenges to support Europe’s transportation investments (ERTMS and Galileo
GNSS), by digitalising the Railways.83



MOBNET

81

CORDIS: HELMET: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/870257

82

CORDIS: MISTRALE: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/641606

83

CORDIS: Skylynx: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/763308
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Unmanned vehicles (UVs) now play an increasing role in Public Protection and
Disaster Relief (PPDR) missions such as border surveillance, cropping monitoring or
local law enforcement. However, fast location of isolated people in the case of natural
or man-made disasters still continues to be a crucial and arduous task.
MOBNET will design a Search and Rescue (SAR) system for the location of isolated
victims in the case of natural or man-made disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes
or large snow storms. It will also help first responder services to find fugitives or
smugglers hidden within buildings. To that end, the use of European Global
Navigation Satellite (EGNSS) systems (both Galileo early services and EGNOS) and
Digital Cellular Technologies (DCT) will play the key role in these situations in which it
is difficult, dangerous or even impossible to access the affected areas.84

3.7 Relevant R&D calls
The following call targets the development of Galileo receivers:
“Targeting the development of a drone-borne Galileo receiver.”:85
This call for Proposals recently opened under the European GNSS Agency’s (GSA)
Fundamental Elements funding mechanism and is targeting the development of a droneborne double-frequency Galileo receiver that leverages the differentiators of European GNSS
(EGNOS and Galileo).
Within this context, this Call for Proposals is targeting the development of a drone-borne lowcost double-frequency Galileo multi-constellation receiver, integrated with INS (inertial
navigation system) and other sensors. The technology should be at a sufficient level of
maturity (technology readiness level 7).
The call aims at delivery of a robust navigation solution, including integrity requirements for
operations, that leverages Galileo differentiators such as OS Authentication and High
Accuracy. The solution should be validated in a representative environment for the target
operations. This includes conducting flight tests and analysing the performances obtained
from a Galileo-only constellation and comparing these with those coming from multiconstellation mode.

84

85

CORDIS: MOBNET: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/687338
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4

HUUVER added value

Although drones have come through a mesmerizing development, they still have many
limitations. The main challenges related to conventional drones available on market today
are typically short flight time (about 15 minutes), low payload (around 2 – 5 kilograms), and
lack of ability to get to a place which is hard to reach because of weather conditions, small
amount of place to land, difficult terrain like mountains, forests, hilly area, nearby tall objects,
etc. Considering the Panther Air / Ground Robot (described in chapter 3), which seems a
significantly advanced hybrid drone solution today, according to the study team´s
understanding it is not able to turn in place and have limited ability to move in difficult and
muddy terrain, because of using (standard) off-road wheels.
HUUVER comes across the current limitations and provides the answer and technological
solution to the emerging market of the autonomous vehicles. The concept of Hybrid UAVUGV for Efficient Relocation of Vessels (HUUVER) describes how to create a platform that
combines in an elegant way two types of propulsion systems in a compact and highly
integrated autonomous drone. Furthermore, the HUUVER drone is the first fully integrated
with the Galileo navigation system, profiting from the authentication service and precise
navigation solution, and combined with a novel control system. The parameters related to
position/navigation which are optimised by HUUVER comprise the Time To First Fix (TTFF),
continuity of the nominal navigation solution, availability of the navigation solution, enhanced
accuracy and assurance for authenticity of the navigation solution as described below.
The motivation of the presented concept takes its origin directly from the user perspective
and expectations, where the flexibility, reliability, world-wide coverage is among the most
mentioned. Here, completing for interfacing with an end-user, the system includes a serverbased application connected to the drone with features like planning and management of the
drone mission and navigation.
The realisation of the HUUVER added-value is based on the following main elements:
Hybrid platform system in real-scenario mission
The leading objective of the HUUVER venture is to realise a hybrid UAV-UGV platform and
related service solutions, that outperforms currently promoted drone solutions. The biggest
value added to the service is the capability of autonomous driving and flying of the platform.
That opens an access to larger environment variety and larger number of applications in
comparison to the only-fly or only-drive solutions. The transportation service demonstrates
accessibility to difficult and harsh terrain, especially, where it would require an instantaneous
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alternation of the flying mode into driving or vice-versa. Furthermore, the vehicle developed
has an efficient electrical power system which will reduce carbon footprint.
High accurate navigation solution with elevated credibility
Due to transportation services require certain level of positioning and navigation accuracy as
well as especially protection against malicious actions, such as spoofing or meaconing, the
objective of HUUVER is the application of protected positioning accuracy at under decimetre
level at all flight phases (including vertical) and during the target approach phase under 2 cm.
This positioning accuracy is based on a sensor fusion system using multi-constellation
satellite navigation systems (EGNSS) and inertial sensors/data, ensuring also higher
availability of the complete system, even when no satellite signal is available. Moreover, the
credibility of the provided Galileo positioning is assured by the new Open Service Navigation
Message Authentication.
The applied navigation system is carefully designed in parallel to the drone mechanics and in
full cooperation with regulation advisory. Following the aim that the HUUVER drone will be
certified

in

possible

driving-and-flying

autonomous

systems,

the

designed

positioning/navigation system is composed of many, complementary technologies,
significantly reducing a risk of failure during mission performance, including Galileo, GPS,
COMPASS and Beidou, synthesised in one receiver. Precision of that positioning, already
oscillating in decimeter level in nominal conditions, is elevated thanks to multi-frequency
communication. Furthermore, multi-frequency use also protects the receiver against some
spoofing scenarios. Significant gain of protection against spoofing or repetition of the GNSS
signal will be delivered by the OS authentication from the Galileo system (as mentioned
above). The GNSS positioning system will be supported with the short term accurate inertial
attitude reference system. That will increase accuracy of position and velocity provided by
the GNSS system, but also it will the first stage support in continuity of the navigation
solution. The second stage of continuity will be adapted to the mission scenario, where
cameras, LiDAR or RADAR are in consideration. One dimensional vertical stabilisation of the
flight height will be supported by the air barometer measurements. All these components will
be fused in a power consumption efficient on- board computer.
High availability of the navigation solution
Depending on the application context, requirements related to the vehicle dynamics and
automation level for the navigation availability vary. The higher autonomy and speed levels
need to be achieved, the more conservative approach has to be taken to ensure safety in
operation. Here, the outage time is a crucial parameter for the proposed HUUVER
applications. The goal is to minimize the outage time for safety reasons and responsiveness
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of the system, which is important in situations like collision avoidance, trajectory
recalculation, critical phases like landing, etc.
Within this context, the HUUVER on-board navigation system shall be available a minimum
of 99,999 % of a time and positioning outages in the worst-case scenario shouldn’t be longer
than 2 seconds, including also a cold-start of a navigation system. Short TTFF reduces
breaks in the services, unblocks certain mission scenarios and increases robustness and
safety of the system in case of a system reset attempt. Furthermore, as outlined above, the
availability of the navigation solution is maintained by the sensor fusion, where multiconstellation GNSS is coupled with inertial sensors/data, possibly also with a distance
measurement instrumentation, like LiDAR and/or RADAR. Outage of any of the subsystem
will be supplemented with remaining systems.
Political robustness of the navigation solution
The positioning of HUUVER as a fully European platform for UAV/UGV innovation powered
by Galileo affords political robustness against adverse geo-political developments (e.g.
import tariffs or restrictions, global navigation service disruption) that would otherwise restrict
the availability of automated drone solutions relying on the availability of uninterrupted highquality navigation services and specialized high-tech equipment and components.
Energy efficient transportation system
Energy saving is in a strong focus of HUUVER. As a matter of fact, the hybrid propulsion
system offers a complex equation for power consumption, where the factors are the mass,
distance, travel time, velocity and mode of transportation (flying/driving). Depending on the
optimum for a particular mission combination of these factors, one obtains different energy
consumption optimisation effect. It is expected to achieve up to 30% energy saving
depending on the mission type and trajectory planning. Positive recipients of the proposed
system is only possible, when the energy consumption is kept below an accepted critical
level. The following merits are used to validate this objective:


Power consumption per kilogram of payload for drive 361 W/kg for 22 km;



Power consumption per kilogram of payload for flight 1300 W/kg for 8 km;



Power consumption per distance for drive 0,05 W/m;



Power consumption per distance for flight 0,5 W/m;

HUUVER ecosystem
In addition to surpassing current solutions technologically, the platform-based model
explored in HUUVER constitutes an important and potentially game-changing innovation. As
outlined in chapter 3, current drone markets are mainly populated by either low-cost, lowD2.1 State-of-the-Art and Standards Analysis Report
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capability drones with basic functionalities (e.g. in hobbyist consumer markets) or highly
customised and specialised solutions (e.g. in agriculture). HUUVER transforms the notion of
single-use, disposable designs to offering a software-hardware platform that is customisable
and extendable by equipment and software available through an ecosystem of providers.
This allows HUUVER to address a wide range of potential market sectors and to be more
sustainable over the lifecycle of the product by enabling easier updates and extensions to its
capabilities, better reuse and recyclability and a longer relevant lifespan.
Key Performance Indicators
HUUVER uses the following KPIs to verify the expected added value and related impact:


Time To First Fix (TTFF), targeting maximum two seconds in the worst case scenario
(GNSS receiver cold start);



Continuity of navigation performance, targeting to allow off-nominal for no longer than
two seconds;



The availability of the navigation solution is targeted to be not worse than 99.999 % of
a time in its nominal values;



The accuracy of the drone positioning is enhanced to 2 cm (1σ) as a nominal value,
including vertical positioning;



An innovative authenticity of the Galileo navigation solution is provided.

Concluding, HUUVER is going beyond state of art for currently offered drones with an
increased payload of around 3 kg and longer time of active flight (with movement) up to 20
minutes without generating an environmental pollution. Additional value is giving a drone
function of ride about 40 minutes long on the ground using tracks. This combination of
functions allows to save an electrical energy and driving across difficult terrain using its
tracks and when the obstacles become too big, simply takes-off and flies over them and
move forward. To achieve these parameters HUUVER uses hardware technologies like
lightweight construction materials in connection with aerodynamic housing and more efficient
batteries. The hardware part is completed with dedicated power distribution algorithms that
allows to manage power more efficiently. One of the main features of power distribution
algorithm is to match the best way of moving (driving or flying) to get as far as possible.
Last but not least, one of the most important components of the drone concept are the frame
and propulsion, which are protected by a granted worldwide patent. The patented aspect of
the design is called PDU (Propelling Driving Unit). The patented mechanism can be briefly
described as any part of the propeller going through the vertical plane of the driving ring
(such as a wheel or a caterpillar track).
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5

Legal environment

5.1 Existing international legal framework
Since the number of uses and availability of drones have been on the rise, aviation and
aeronautical authorities have been concerned with discussing and establishing appropriate
safety standards, and legal and ethical rules. One such international forum is the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). This specialised UN agency is responsible
for managing the Convention on International Civil Aviation (often referred to as the Chicago
Convention) and works together with its 193 member states to agree on common standards
and practices – including on drones. In 2016, the ICAO developed a UAS toolkit addressing
the need to respond to the regulatory challenges raised by the rapid proliferation of UASs.
The toolkit provides guidance for drone operations and for regulators. In the case of armed
drones, the regulatory framework encompasses three areas of international law: international
humanitarian law, international human rights law, and the law on the use of force. In this
respect, it is important to mention the UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons,
adopted in 1980. The convention set up a group of governmental experts (GGE) on
emerging technologies in the area of LAWS to tackle the ethical and moral aspects of
deploying them in armed conflict. The discussions emphasise in particular the human
element in this deployment as well as responsibility in the event of accidents. However, these
fora have been criticised for being too cumbersome to address such fast evolving and
technologically challenging matters properly. Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned
Systems (JARUS) is another platform gathering regulatory expertise from 59 countries and
working together with EASA and Eurocontrol. The aim is “to recommend a single set of
technical, safety and operational requirements for all aspects linked to the safe operation” of
RPASs. Another challenge posed by the swift development of drone technology concerns
export controls, i.e. controlling the exports of certain strategic goods to prevent misuse and
safeguard international security. This is particularly complicated when it comes to the dualuse nature of drone technology – meaning that with minor modifications a legitimate civil
drone can be easily turned into an armed one. The EU's dual-use export control regulation
establishes a regime for the control of such goods and is currently under review. As it stands,
the regime covers military drones and some civil drones, namely those that can fly beyond
the line of sight and with an endurance of between 30 minutes and one hour. Updated in
2019, the EU common position on arms exports commits EU members to cooperate towards
convergence of national arms export policies and to prevent exports of military technology
(including drones) that could be misused by importers. It is however encountering difficulties
in enforcement, since it concerns matters of national sovereignty. The Wassenaar
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arrangement on export controls for conventional and dual-use goods and technologies is a
voluntary regime aiming to promote responsibility and transparency in arms and dual-use
goods exports. While the arrangement covers all armed drones, it is deemed increasingly
obsolete, given its inability to capture dual-use drones in its provisions. Lastly, the Arms
Trade Treaty, a multilateral treaty adopted by the UN General Assembly that regulates trade
in conventional arms also includes provisions for the responsible use of drones.86

5.2 The EU-level regulatory environment for drones
A key event for the European aviation community, and one that created momentum around
the European drone regulatory framework, took place in Riga in March 2015. The
conference produced a declaration, which agreed, not least, on a number of principles
surrounding drones. One such principle is that drones should be treated as a new type of
aircraft that requires safety rules. Another is the importance of a positive public perception of
drones. The Riga declaration provided an important guidance document for the EU-level
drone developments that have since followed. The mandate for regulating civil drones
became a competence of the European Commission following the new Aviation Safety
Regulation (often referred to as the “Basic Regulation”). The 2018 revision of the regulation
empowers the Commission to adopt delegated acts as the development of drones continues.
The responsibility for collecting, analysing and publishing safety information concerning
drone operations lies with EASA at EU level and with Member States' authorities nationally.
The new Basic Regulation includes the first EU rules for drones, covering those with an
operating mass of over 150 kg but excluding military, customs, police or fire-fighting drones.
The agency's objective is to ensure a single regulatory framework among EU Member States
(plus Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland) and to facilitate the internal aviation
single market in the EU. The agency is responsible for drafting implementing rules, certifying
products and organisations, providing oversight and cooperating with other international
actors on aviation safety matters. For example, EASA was appointed by the Commission, the
Member States and other stakeholders to develop proposals for a regulatory framework for
civilian drone operations. 2019 was important for drone regulators and operators alike: on 12
March 2019, the European Commission adopted rules setting out the technical requirements
for developing drones. Developed jointly by EASA and the Commission, the rules apply 'the
highest safety standards achieved in manned aviation to drones', in line with the tone set by
the EU aviation strategy. A few weeks later, on 24 May 2019, the European Commission
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adopted rules for drone operators that harmonise the regulatory environment and will apply
after 1 July 2020. The rules include the obligation for drone operators to register themselves
with national authorities as of 2020 and the permission to fly drones weighing less than 25 kg
without prior authorisation under certain conditions. The delegated regulation and
implementing regulation were published officially on 11 June 2019 and make Europe “the
first region in the world to have a comprehensive set of rules ensuring safe, secure and
sustainable operations of drones”.87

5.3 Standards
While unmanned aircraft systems have been around and used for military purposes for quite
some time, their use in civil and public safety applications goes back a little over a decade
ago. It is only within the last five years that interest in commercial uses has emerged. Today,
visions of a future where passenger-carrying “flying taxis” are part of the urban landscape is
the subject of discussion at industry conferences and has begun to capture the popular
imagination. Still, there remain many complex issues to be addressed in order for the
potential of drone technology to be fully realized, most of which are centred around noninterference with manned aviation and ensuring the safety of the flying public and persons
and property on the ground.
A July 2018 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) report on integrating UAS into the
National Airspace System (NAS) reviews recent accomplishments and regulatory
developments, collaborative relationships, public policy and technological challenges still to
be overcome, ongoing work, and next steps. Technology challenges are described as
including: detect and avoid (DAA) methods to maintain a safe distance between UAS and
other aircraft, especially with respect to minimum performance requirements for operations
beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) of the pilot; the command and control (C2) link between
a UAS and its pilot; management of radio frequency (RF) spectrum for UAS operations;
standards development; and airspace management. Public policy challenges include:
continued educational efforts to promote safe UAS operations, physical security in relation to
individuals operating with or without ill intent, cybersecurity, privacy, and adequate funding.
In September 2017, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) launched the
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Standardization Collaborative (UASSC). The UASSC was
established to coordinate and accelerate the development of the standards and conformity
assessment programs needed to facilitate the safe integration of unmanned aircraft systems
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(UAS) into the national airspace system (NAS), with international coordination and
adaptability. The UASSC was not chartered to write standards. ANSI has a successful track
record of convening stakeholders from the public and private sectors to define
standardization needs for emerging technologies and to address national and global
priorities, in areas as diverse as homeland security, electric vehicles, energy efficiency in the
built environment, and additive manufacturing.
The purpose of the UASSC is to foster coordination and collaboration among industry,
standards developing organizations (SDOs), regulatory authorities, and others on UAS
standardization issues, including pre-standardization research and development (R&D). A
primary goal is to clarify the current and desired future UAS standardization landscape to
enable stakeholders to better focus standards participation resources. A third objective is to
provide a basis for coherent and coordinated U.S. policy and technical input to regional and
international audiences on UAS standardization. Ultimately, the aim is to support the growth
of the UAS market with emphasis on civil, commercial, and public safety applications.
The hope is that the roadmap elaborated by UASSC will be broadly adopted by the
standards community and that it will facilitate a more coherent and coordinated approach to
the future development of standards for UAS.
The roadmap will be widely promoted and discussed over the course of the coming years, to
assess progress on its implementation and to identify emerging issues that require further
elaboration.88
5.3.1

ASTM International

ASTM International is a globally recognized leader in the development of voluntary
consensus standards. Today, over 12,000 ASTM standards are used around the world to
improve product quality, enhance safety, strengthen market access and trade, and build
consumer confidence.
ASTM’s leadership in international standards development is driven by the contributions of its
members: more than 30,000 of the world’s top technical experts and business professionals
representing 140 countries. Working in an open and transparent process and using ASTM’s
advanced information technology (IT) infrastructure, ASTM members create the tools that
support industries and governments worldwide.
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ASTM’s 150 technical standards-writing committees serve a broad range of industries:
aerospace, infrastructure, public safety personnel, consumer products, and many more.
When new industries — such as nanotechnology, additive manufacturing, and robotics —
look to advance the growth of cutting-edge technologies through standardization, many of
them come to ASTM International.
5.3.1.1

F38 Unmanned Aircraft Systems

This Committee addresses issues related to design, performance, quality acceptance tests,
operational applications, personnel, and safety monitoring for UAS. Stakeholders include
manufacturers of UAS and their components, federal agencies, design and maintenance
professionals, commercial services providers, trade associations, financial organizations, and
academia. Three subcommittees support F38. A Full Listing of Standards and Work; its
subcommittees are as follows:


F38.01 Airworthiness: Product related – platform, system, hardware, software, devices,
and components.



F38.02 Flight Operations: Operations related – overall & specific operations, situational
considerations, scenario based.



F38.03 Personnel Training, Qualification and Certification: Personnel related –
Operators, maintenance, instructors, terminology.

5.3.2

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

ISO is an independent, non-governmental international organization with a membership of
162 national standards bodies. Through its members, it brings together experts to share
knowledge and develop voluntary, consensus-based, market relevant, International
Standards that support innovation and provide solutions to global challenges. Its Central
Secretariat is located in Geneva, Switzerland.
ISO Technical Committee 20 Subcommittee (SC) 16, Unmanned Aircraft Systems, was
formed in 2014 and has the following scope: “Standardization in the field of unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) including, but not limited to, classification, design, manufacture,
operation (including maintenance) and safety management of UAS operations.” The chair of
SC 16 is Mr. John Walker, The Padina Group. The secretary is Chris Carnahan, Aerospace
Industries Association (AIA). 21 countries are currently members of SC 16, with the United
States, specifically the AIA, serving as secretariat. The list of member countries can be found
on the SC 16 Member’s webpage. SC 16 currently has four WGs:
WG 1, General
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Scope: This WG specifies general requirements for UAS for civil applications in
support of other standards created within ISO/TC 20/SC 16.



Work items:
o

ISO/CD 21384-1, Unmanned aircraft systems -- Part 1: General specification
(under development)

o

ISO 21384-4, Terms and Definitions (under development)

o

ISO/CD 21895, Categorization and classification of civil unmanned aircraft
systems (under development)

WG 2, Product Manufacturing and Maintenance


Scope: This WG specifies the quality and safety requirements for components of UAS
to influence the design and manufacturing process. This group is focusing on the
individual components that comprise a UAS to further operational safety. The
standards will include information regarding components associated with the UA, any
associated remote control station(s), the command and control links, any other
required data links (e.g. payload, traffic management information, vehicle
identification) and any other system elements as may be required. Future standards
may include technical specifications for the design and manufacturing of UAS
components, where creating a standard will enhance UAS safety or interoperability.



Work item:
o

ISO/CD 21384-2, Unmanned aircraft systems -- Part 2: Product systems
(under development)

WG 3, Operations & Procedures
•

Scope: This WG details the requirements for safe commercial UA operations and
applies to all types, categories, classes, sizes, and modes of operation of UA.

•

Work items:
o

ISO/DIS 21384-3, Unmanned aircraft systems -- Part 3: Operational
procedures (under development)

o

ISO 23665, Unmanned Aircraft Systems -- Training of Operators (proposed)

WG 4, UAS Traffic Management
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•

Scope: To establish international standards and guidelines in the area of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems Traffic Management (UTM). The standards and guidelines are to be
developed aligned with the rules and guidance provided by aviation authorities.

•

Work item:
o

ISO/AWI TR 23629-1, UAS Traffic Management (UTM) -- Part 1: General
requirements for UTM -- Survey results on UTM (under development)

5.3.3

SAE International

In response to the market-driven proliferation of UAS of all sizes, SAE has responded to the
needs of manufacturers and regulators for consensus standards by creating a number of
new technical committees and augmenting the scope of a number of its 250+ aerospace
technical committees. A selection of UAS related published standards are shown in the
tables below along with a separate list of other publications.
SAE staff or committee representatives are working with a number of external
agencies/programs including FAA, EASA, JARUS, Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems
(JAUS), the Unmanned Aircraft System Control Segment (UCS) of the US Army, Navy and
Air Force, and the ANS UAS Standards Collaborative in order to provide a holistic approach
to standardization.
5.3.3.1

UAS Committees

AS-4JAUS Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems Committee: AS-4 was formed as a
result of the Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems Working Group (JAUS WG) migration
to SAE International. The objective is to define and sustain a joint architecture for the domain
of unmanned systems. Documents include the following:
•

AS6009A, JAUS Mobility Service Set

•

AS5684B, JAUS Service Interface Definition Language

•

AS6062, JAUS Mission Spooling Service Set

•

AS6060, JAUS Environment Sensing Service Set

•

AS6040, JAUS HMI Service Set

•

AS5710A, JAUS Core Service Set

•

ARP6012A, JAUS Compliance and Interoperability Policy

•

AS5669A, JAUS/SDP Transport Specification

•

AS6091, JAUS Unmanned Ground Vehicle Service Set
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•

AS6057A, JAUS Manipulator Service Set

•

ARP6128, Unmanned Systems Terminology Based on the ALFUS Framework

•

ARP6227, JAUS Messaging over the OMG Data Distribution Service (DDS)

AS-4UCS Unmanned Systems (UxS) Control Segment Architecture: Responsibility for
the UCS Architecture transitioned from the Office of the Secretary of Defence (OSD) to SAE
International in April 2015. It was republished as SAE AS6512 in December 2016. Peer
interest in UCS includes the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) MilOps Domain
and the NATO Multi-Domain Vehicle Control architecture. Documents include the following:
•

AS6969, Data Dictionary for Quantities Used in Cyber Physical Systems

•

AS6522,

Unmanned

Systems

(UxS)

Control

Segment

(UCS)

Architecture:

Architecture Technical Governance
•

AS6518, Unmanned Systems (UxS) Control Segment (UCS) Architecture: UCS
Architecture Model

•

AS6513,

Unmanned

Systems

(UxS)

Control

Segment

(UCS)

Architecture:

(UxS)

Control

Segment

(UCS)

Architecture:

Conformance Specification
•

AS6512,

Unmanned

Systems

Architecture Description
E-39 Unmanned Aircraft Propulsion Committee: E-39 is a technical committee in SAE’s
Aerospace Propulsion Systems Group with the responsibility to develop and maintain
standards for all facets of UA propulsion systems.
G-30 UAS Operator Qualifications Committee & G-10U Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle
Committee: The Unmanned Aircraft Systems Operator Qualifications Committee, will
develop and maintain supplementary qualification standards beyond the existing regulatory
requirements of UAS operators, instructors, and remote pilots, for a variety of UAS types,
sizes, operations, and missions. The Committee also will look to qualifications of the
organizations that engage UAS. Documents include:


ARP5707, Pilot Training Recommendations for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
Civil Operations.

5.3.4

European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE)

EUROCAE is a non-profit organisation, created in 1963 as the “European Organisation for
Civil Aviation Electronics,” with the objective to develop standards for European civil aviation.
EUROCAE currently has over 240 members, including industry, service providers,
regulators, research institutes, and international organizations. EUROCAE has become the
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European leader in the development of worldwide recognized industry standards for aviation.
EUROCAE membership is open to organisations and industries worldwide. EUROCAE, in
the interest of its stakeholders, develops technical specifications for the industry and in
support of regulations, aiming to increase safety and market potential, facilitate
interoperability, and encourage technological development. The development of EUROCAE
documents is governed by a well-proven core process promoting teamwork, excellence,
industry buy-in, and consensus while ensuring safety. EUROCAE has extended its activity
from airborne equipment to complex air traffic management (ATM), and communications,
navigation, and surveillance systems (CNS). To date, EUROCAE has published more than
200 EUROCAE documents (EDs), which are recognised worldwide as high quality and stateof-the-art standards. EUROCAE’s headquarters are located in the Paris region, Saint-Denis,
France.
5.3.4.1

WG-105 UAS

WG-105 is tasked to develop the necessary standards to enable the safe integration of UAS,
or RPAS when controlled and monitored from a Remote Pilot Station (RPS), into all classes
of airspace, with due consideration of the emerging European regulatory proportionate riskbased approach, of the related categories of operations (Open, Specific, and Certified), and
of the industry requirements. WG-105 is also tasked, in cooperation with the TAC, to develop
proposals for future activities (to be reflected in the Technical Work Programme (TWP)). WG105 is specifically tasked to develop standards focussed on the following Focus Areas (FA):
•

Detect and Avoid

•

Command, Control, Communication, Spectrum, and Security

•

UTM

•

Design & Airworthiness (D&AW) Standards

•

Enhanced RPAS Automation (ERA)

•

Specific Operation Risk Assessment (SORA)

Focus Area 1: Detect and Avoid
The objective of the work on DAA is to develop standards related to conflict management for
all conditions of operation, for all UAS categories of operation, and in all airspace classes, to
support the performance-based regulation. It is recognized that under DAA, the ICAO RPAS
Manual covers a range of different hazards: conflicting traffic, terrain and obstacles,
hazardous meteorological conditions, ground operations, and other airborne hazards.
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In the current phase, the scope of this FA is limited to conflicting traffic for the work related to
VFR and IFR flight. The scope for Very Low-Level operations (VLL) is still to be determined,
in relation with the U-space definition.
Area 2: Command, Control and Communication, Spectrum, and Security
The objective of the work on Command, Control and Communication, Spectrum, and
Security (C3&S) is to maximise the relevance of its outputs to all classes of UAS and achieve
alignment with regulatory directions and operational needs. The main technical deliverables
(MASPS and MOPS) tactically address the needs of Certified RPAS for the C2 Link,
Spectrum Management, and Security. A series of technical reports will provide
complementary guidance on communications, spectrum management, and cybersecurity
applicable to the other UAS categories.
Focus Area 3: UAS Traffic Management
The objective of the work on UTM is to develop standards related to the operation of UAS
while under U-space. Following the analysis of regulations and guidance related to the
emerging UTM and VLL operations, two specific areas have been identified for the
development of such standards:
•

E-Identification, i.e. the capability to identify a flying UA without direct physical access

•

Geo-fencing, i.e. providing the remote pilot (RP) with information related to the UA
position and its airspace environment, and limiting the access of the UA to certain
areas

Focus Area 4: Design & Airworthiness Standards
The objective of the work on D&AW is to develop Acceptable Means of Compliance and
supporting standards in the framework of the European Aviation Safety Agency’s (EASA)
UAS-certified category on topics such as Automatic Recovery, Flight Termination system,
RPS, and Human factors. Pending availability of the emerging EASA RPAS Certification
Specifications, two activities have been currently identified:
•

Support to the development of AMC 1309 on UAS System Safety Assessment
Objectives and Criteria, based upon recommendations of the JARUS EUROCAE
WG-73 conciliation team report

•

Standardization of RPS, with a focus on key enablers for Air Traffic Integration of
RPAS, such as communications and information exchanges with ATC

Focus Area 5: Enhanced RPAS Automation
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The objective of the work on ERA is to develop Minimum Aviation System Performance
Standards (MASPS) related to Automatic Take-Off and Landing (ATOL), Automatic Taxiing
(AutoTaxi), and Automation and Emergency Recovery (A&ER), in the context of fixed-wing
RPAS in the certified category and their integration in non-segregated airspace.
Focus Area 6: Specific Operational Risk Assessment (SORA)
The objective of the work on SORA methodology, as envisaged in EASA NPA 2017-05, is to
analyse the related risk mitigation measures (design or/and operational) currently proposed
by JARUS. A Work Plan will be subsequently derived to identify the standards that may
support these risk mitigation measures and that EUROCAE WG-105 may prepare in a
second stage.
5.3.5

JARUS

JARUS is a group of experts gathering regulatory expertise from all around the world. At
present, 61 countries, as well as the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and
EUROCONTROL, are contributing to the development of JARUS work products. At the end
of 2015, the Stakeholder Consultation Body (SCB), representing all industry communities of
interest, was established to allow stakeholders the opportunity to support JARUS activities.
SCB members representing aircraft manufacturers (e.g. AIA and ASD), the unmanned
system Industry (e.g. AUVSI, UVSI and small UAV Coalition), ANSPs (e.g. CANSO and
COCESNA), standardization bodies (e.g. EUROCAE and RTCA), airlines (e.g. IATA), and
aviation associations (e.g. IAOPA, IBAC, IFALPA and IFATCA) joined the JARUS Plenary
meeting for the first time in April of 2016. Participation in JARUS is open to all regulatory
authorities having expertise in unmanned or remotely piloted aircraft systems.
JARUS Achievements & Approach
In the last years, JARUS has published and made available to the RPAS community the
following deliverables:


CS-LURS (Certification Specification for Light Unmanned Rotorcraft Systems) –
October 2013



RPAS C2 Link (required Communication Performance concept) – October 2014



FCL (Flight Crew Licensing) Recommendations – September 2015



AMC (Acceptable Means of Compliance) RPAS 1309 – November 2015



RPAS “Required C2 Performance (RLP) concept” – May 2016



Recommendations on the use of Controller Pilot data Link Communications (CPDLC)
– June 2016
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CS - LUAS (Certification Specification for Light Unmanned Aircraft Systems) –
December 2016



Guidance Material to FCL Recommendations – April 2017



Guidelines on Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA) – July 2017



Operations Category A – July 2018



JARUS Glossary – July 2018



Guidelines on Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA) Issue 2.0 – March 2019



Operations Category B – May 2019



SORA Standard Scenario STS-01 for Aerial Work Operations – May 2019



UAS Operational Categorization – September 2019

JARUS is working to provide further inputs in the development of RPAS and UAS regulatory
guidance and recommendations in domains where other organisations (e.g. ICAO) have not
been active. By doing so, JARUS is not competing, but promoting a harmonised approach
that complements other international efforts.
JARUS is creating a high level framework which will be at the heart of development efforts.
This effort is based on a number of high level “Concepts of Operations” (CONOPS)
addressing the key elements of the operation of UAS. These CONOPS set high level
assumptions that should guide work activities in the coming years. They are aimed at
providing a stable, yet flexible environment, where JARUS work products can be developed
and amended as necessary. This will allow innovation to take place with a certain level of
certainty. The members of JARUS have agreed to develop these CONOPS for the following
subjects:


Regulatory oversight with three categories - A, B and C or open, specific and certified



ATM concepts for different operations



Detect and Avoid concept for visual line of sight, extended, and beyond visual line of
sight



Command and control, from the simplest to the most complex systems

After JARUS reaches consensus on these concepts, other deliverables – such as
operational, technical, safety and operational requirements, and certification specifications –
will be derived to support them. Current JARUS developments for these deliverables include:


Flight Crew Licensing (FCL) AMC (Acceptable Means of Compliance)



Operational requirements



Organisational requirements



Re-organisation of CS-LURS & CS-LUAS to CS-UAS
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5.4 Regulations
5.4.1
5.4.1.1

UGV Regulatory Framework
UNECE - ITC

The most important areas of work of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) Inland Transport Committee (ITC) regarding autonomous ground vehicles are:


The “Global Forum on Road Traffic Safety (WP.1 – having changed its name from
“Working Party” to “Global Forum” in 2017): It “remains the only permanent body in
the United Nations system that focuses on improving road safety”.



The “World Forum for the harmonization of vehicle regulations (WP.29)”: It
incorporates into its regulatory framework the technological innovations of vehicles; it
has been working on automated driving functions and ADAS for several years.

As of today, Contracting Parties of this organization are discussing a need to amend or to
develop a separate instrument that would allow/accommodate fully automated vehicles.
These vehicle types are currently allowed only for testing purposes. Nevertheless, the future
treatment, if any, of special purpose (fully automated) vehicles such as military and
agricultural equipment will have to remain to be in full conformity with international
obligations of EU member states, Contracting Parties to road traffic conventions.
5.4.1.2

European Union directives

The European Union is a contracting party to the 1958 and 1998 agreements and most of its
countries (except the United Kingdom and Spain) have ratified both Vienna Conventions.
Since 2014, it is compulsory that EU regulations are based on UNECE regulations, which
ensures homogenization across borders.
However, EU has a number of specific regulations relevant for autonomous operations of
ground vehicles (European directives):89


Directive 2007/46/EC which regulates how new vehicles should operate and be
designed.



Directive 2014/45/EU which provides a basis for checking that vehicles are in a
roadworthy condition and meet certain safety standards.



Regulation (EC) 561/2006 and Regulation (EU) No 165/2014 deal with driving/resting
times and digital tachograph respectively.

89

UNECE, Global Technical Regulations (GTRs).
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Directive 2009/103EC regarding driver liability



Directive 85/374/EEC regarding product liability

Regulations at this level are usually complex and slow due to the number of countries that
need to reach an agreement. This, together with the fact that autonomous technology is
rapidly evolving has led some countries to develop (or be developing) specific and national
regulations regarding the testing of autonomous vehicles in order to foster its industry; this is
likely to be one of the most game change technologies of today’s society and no country
wants to fall behind.
5.4.1.2.1

The Declaration of Amsterdam

One of the most recent international initiatives at EU level was the Declaration of Amsterdam
(2016) an agreement at European level, urged by the transport ministers of all 28 EU
members. It lays down agreements on the steps necessary for the development of selfdriving technology in the EU. In this document the European Commission, EU member
states and the transport industry pledge to draw up rules and regulations that will allow
autonomous vehicles to be used on the roads.90
Some of the most important actions agreed upon during this declaration are (classified
according to the level of responsibility):


Actions by member states: close cooperation in UNECE, adapting national
regulations to allow testing and deployment of connected and automated vehicles.



Actions by the European Commission: develop a shared European strategy and
adapt the EU regulatory framework.



Actions by Industry: actively participate in developing the European strategy and
continue standardisation work to ensure interoperability at EU level.

Furthermore, this declaration recommends the use of the SAE levels regarding autonomous
technologies “Common definitions of connected and automated driving should be developed
and updated, based on the Society of Automotive Engineering levels (SAE levels) as a
starting point.”
The following sections expose not only the results of the EU activities, but what different
Countries made (or are making) as differential effort to elaborate a specific regulation.

90

Government of the Netherlands, "Declaration of Amsterdam," Amsterdam, 2016.
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5.4.2

UAV Regulatory Framework

On 11 June 2019 a package of regulations relating to the use of Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) within Europe was published in the Official Journal of the European Union. This ‘EU
UAS Regulation Package’ consists of two separate, but interlinked regulations as follows:


Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947 on the procedures and rules for
the operation of unmanned aircraft.



Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/945 on unmanned aircraft and on third
country operators of unmanned aircraft systems.

Under the new regulations, drone operations in the EU are subdivided into three categories:


Open category – operations that present a low risk. Operations are conducted in
accordance with basic and pre-defined characteristics and are not subject to any
further authorisation requirements.



Specific category – operations that present a greater risk than that of the Open
category, or where one or more elements of the operation fall outside the boundaries
of the Open category. Operations will require an operational authorisation from the
National Aviation Authorities (NAA), based on a safety risk assessment.



Certified category – operations that present an equivalent risk to that of manned
aviation and so will be subjected to the same regulatory regime (i.e. certification of the
aircraft, certification of the operator, licensing of the pilot).

5.4.2.1

Open Category

Open category operations are bounded by three main factors:


the maximum take-off mass of the unmanned aircraft must be less than 25kg



the unmanned aircraft must be operated within visual line of sight (VLOS)



the unmanned aircraft must not be flown further than 120 metres (400 feet) from the
closest point of the surface of the earth.

All three of these factors must apply for an Open category operation. If not, then the
operation must be conducted under the requirements of the Specific category instead.
The Open category is then further divided down into three operational ‘subcategories’, in
order to allow different types of operation without the need for an authorisation, as follows:


A1 (fly ‘over’ people) – Operations in subcategory A1 can only be conducted with
unmanned aircraft that present a very low risk of harm or injury to other people due to
their low weight (less than 250g), their type of construction, or because they are a
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‘toy’ (i.e. they are ‘inherently harmless’). However, flight over open-air assemblies of
people is not permitted.


A2 (Fly ‘close to’ people) – Operations in subcategory A2 can only be conducted with
an unmanned aircraft that is compliant with a specific product standard (and a
maximum mass of less than 4kg), but this unmanned aircraft can be flown to a
minimum safe horizontal distance of 30 metres from uninvolved people, or down to 5
metres horizontally when its ‘low speed mode’ is selected. In addition, the remote
pilot must have successfully completed an additional competency examination in
order to operate in this subcategory.



A3 (Fly ‘far from’ people) – This category covers the more general types of unmanned
aircraft operations. The intent is that the unmanned aircraft will only be flown in areas
that are clear of uninvolved persons and will not be flown in areas that are used for
residential, commercial, industrial or recreational purposes (roughly equivalent to
what is currently referred to as a ‘congested area’).

A key element of the Open category is that any unmanned aircraft that are sold for use within
this category will also be subject to a set of product standards, similar to the ‘CE’ marking
scheme. In order to achieve this standardisation, unmanned aircraft that are intended to be
sold within the ‘EU market’ have been further subdivided into 5 ‘classes’. These classes
provide a link to the operational subcategories as follows:


Class C0 – (can be flown in all subcategories) Very small unmanned aircraft,
includig toys, that:



o

Are less than 250g maximum take-off mass.

o

Have a maximum speed pf 19m/s.

o

Are unable to be flown more than 1200m from te controlling device.

Class C1 – (can be flown in al subcategories) Unmanned aircraft that:
o

Are less than 900g maximum take-off mass, or;

o

Are made and perform in a way that if they collide with a huma head, the
energy transmitted will be less than 80 Joules.

o

Have a maximum speed of 19m/s.

o

Designe and constructed so as to minimise injury to people.

The regulation also cover other aspects such as noise limits, high limits and
requirements for remote identification and geo-awareness systems.


Class C2 – (can be flown in subcategory A2 [close to people] or A3 [far from
people]). Unmanned aircraft that:
o

Are less than 4kg maximum take-off mass.
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o

Designed and constructed so as to minimise injury to people.

o

Are equipped with a low-speed mode which limits the maximum speed to 3m/s
when selected by the remote pilot.

The regulation also covers other aspects such as noise limits (but different from C1),
height limits and requirements for remote identification and geo-awareness systems,
plus additional requirements if it is to be used during tethered flight.


Class C3 – (flown in subcategory A3 [far from people] only) Unmanned aircraft that
do not possess any automation, other than for basic flight stabilisation which:
o



Are less than 25kg maximum take-off mass.

Class C4 – (flown in subcategory A3 [far from people] only) Unmanned aircraft that
do not possess any automation, other than for basic flight stabilisation) which:
o

5.4.2.2

Are less tan 25kg maximum take-off mass.

Specific category

The Specific category is for all operations that do not comply with the limits of the Open
category. In this category a risk assessment must be carried out for each and every
operation, and mitigation measures must be identified and adopted. The outcome of the risk
assessment must be authorised by the NAA of the member state.
The operational risk assessment required by the UAS Regulation may be conducted using
the methodology described in Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance
Material (GM) to Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947 to Article 11. This
methodology is basically the specific operations risk assessment (SORA) developed by Joint
Authority for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS).
The SORA methodology divides the risk of a drone operation into two distinct classes:


Air risk: the risk of a collision between the drone and another airspace user.



Ground Risk: the risk of collision of the drone with people, animals or objects on the
ground.

The SORA provides a methodology to guide both the UAS operator and the competent
authority in determining whether a UAS operation can be conducted in a safe manner. The
SORA is a tailoring guide that allows a UAS operator to find a best fit mitigation means, and
hence reduce the risk to an acceptable level.
For UAS operations with lower intrinsic risks, a declaration may be submitted when the
operations comply with the standard scenarios (STSs). These standard scenarios describe
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the most common types of drone operations in conjunction with the risk assessment and the
mitigation measures.
For any operation that is not covered by a standard scenario, the operator must conduct the
full (SORA) risk assessment and obtain permission from the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) to
go ahead with the operation.
Besides conducting the SORA risk assessment, or using a standard scenario, there is a third
way in how an operator can qualify for an operation in the specific category. This is through
the process of obtaining the Light UAS Operator Certificate (LUC). A LUC qualified operator
is allowed to assess the risks themselves and implement their own mitigation measures. The
operator will have to demonstrate a full functioning safety management system and a good
understanding of the SORA risk assessment.
5.4.2.3

Certified category

The “certified” category (high risk) includes operations involving large drones in controlled
airspaces. Rules applicable to the “certified” category will be the same as for manned
aviation: drones must be certified for their airworthiness, pilots shall be licensed, and safety
oversight will be performed by the relevant National Aviation Authorities and EASA.
EASA is currently working on the necessary amendments of existing regulations in order to
accommodate drones. Particular elements of the high-risk UA operations are:
•

the approval of design, production and maintenance organisations;

•

air operator certificates;

•

operations of UA; and

•

licences of personnel.

5.4.2.4

Insurance

In Europe, professional drone operators flying over the territory of a EU Member State must
comply with Regulation (EC) 785/2004 on insurance requirements for Air Carriers and
Aircraft Operators. Article 4 indeed stipulates that “‘Aircraft operators […] shall be insured in
accordance with this Regulation as regards their aviation-specific liability in respect of […]
third parties.”91
The main purpose of the Regulation is to ensure that victims of an accident have access to
adequate compensation by establishing a minimum level of insurance requirements.

91

Regulation (EC) 785/2004
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Despite the exciting prospects offered by this new technology, all users should keep in mind
that drones are aircraft which can create significant damages. Recent incidents and
accidents coming from real life include:
•

Property damages, such as drones hitting or crashing into cars.

•

Near misses.

In such cases, your insurance company may indemnify the victim up to a certain extent,
provided that you have complied with the terms and conditions of your insurance policy.
Regulation (EC) 785/2004 also defines the minimum level of insurance coverage per
accident, depending upon the Maximum Take-Off Mass of the drone. The minimum amount
corresponds to one million Euros per accident.
5.4.2.5

U-Space

Following the Warsaw Declaration on drones in 2016, the European Commission officially
recognised the potential of drone related services and emphasized the need to take urgent
action on the integration of drones in European airspace. The framework established for this
integration is the, so-called, U-space, which consists of a set of new services and specific
procedures designed to support safe, efficient and secure access to airspace for large
numbers of drones. A strong emphasis was placed on the fact that U-space should be highly
flexible and adaptable, to address the needs of the missions and to serve all kinds of drone
users and categories. U-space shall allow the smooth operation and integration of drones in
all types of airspace. Therefore, basing the concept on existing ATM frameworks, such as
defining a segregated volume of airspace for the sole use of drones, is out of the question.
The development of U-space is based on a set of key principles, which are detailed in the Uspace Blueprint and can be summarized as follows:


Safety of all airspace users;



Scalable and flexible to changes in demand, volume, technology, business models
and application;



Enable high-density operations of multiple automated drones;



Competitive and cost-effective service provision at all times;



Use existing aeronautical service infrastructures;



Adopt technologies from other sectors;



Use risk-based and performance-driven approach.

U-space is an enabling framework designed to facilitate any kind of routine mission, in all
classes of airspace and all types of environment - even the most congested - while
addressing an appropriate interface with manned aviation and air traffic control. In support of
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this initiative, in 2017 the SESAR Joint Undertaking drafted the U-space blueprint, a vision of
how to make U-space operationally possible. The blueprint proposes the implementation of 4
sets of services to support the EU aviation strategy and regulatory framework on drones.
The services being developed for U-space do not aim to replicate the function of ATC, but to
organise the safe and efficient operation of drones and ensure a proper interface with
manned aviation. The implementation of these services will happen in phases, labelled “U1”
to “U4”. The foundation services (U1) of e-registration, e-identification and geofencing are
currently rolled out and the development of initial services (U2) – tracking, flight planning,
weather, aeronautical information, emergency management, etc. U3 will focus on enhanced
applications and missions in high density areas, as well as make use of new technologies
and higher automation to increase operations in all environments. With these improvements,
U3 services should allow the initiation of new types of operations, such as air urban mobility.
With the completion of U4 services, the U-space environment will offer full integration with
manned aviation and rely heavily on automation, connectivity and digitalisation.92

Figure 30: Depiction of the development of U-space services, based on the level of automation and drone
93

connectivity.

92

SESAR Joint Undertaking. (2017). U-space Blueprint. Luxembourg: Publications Office of the

European Union.
93

SESAR Joint Undertaking. (2017). U-space Blueprint. Luxembourg: Publications Office of the

European Union.
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The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) will now publish its Draft Opinion on U-Space
regulations for comment by European Union member states and aviation stakeholders at the
end of February 2020, according to the agency's communications department.
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